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Preface 

In 2002, as part of Bloor Research – North America, the authors of this report published 
the first edition of “The Grid Report”.  In that report we described what grid architecture is; 
how it works; the role we expected Web services to play in grid evolution; how grids were 
being used (in scientific/research environments) and how grids were making their way into 
commercial environments.  Further, we provided critical reviews and comparative analysis 
on more than a dozen grid vendors. 

Quite a bit has changed in the grid world since we (now Clabby Analytics) wrote our last 
grid report:  

1. First, and most importantly, grid standards and Web services standards have 
been integrated ― making it possible to build an integrated “services-oriented 
architecture” (SOA) over a grid network; 

2. Second, this evolving SOA/grid is capable of dynamically serving business 
process flow; and, 

3. Third, the roadmap for grid development has become a great deal clearer.   

For enterprise business and information technology (IT) managers, the ultimate goal in systems 
design should be to create an information systems environment that will enable the enterprise 
to dynamically flow business processes across heterogeneous systems, and to share data from 
disparate databases.  Service-oriented architecture makes this possible. 

The role of grids in this picture is to automatically provision resources for this environment on 
an as-needed basis.   

Major Advances 

The biggest advances that have taken place since we wrote our last report have been in 
the evolution of “orchestration” and “provisioning” technologies. 

What are “orchestration” and “provisioning”?  

• Orchestration ― “Orchestration” refers to the linkage of workflow elements in 
order to create high-level business process flow.  (Orchestration is about 
automating work flow such that it can be executed by underlying information 
systems in a fluid and dynamic fashion). 

• Provisioning ― “Provisioning” is both a technique and a group of technologies 
that enable information systems to sense resource utilization levels and 
automatically respond with resources to match demand.  
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The future of grid development is to bring business process orchestration and grid provisioning 
techniques/technologies together.   

Other Major Advances 

In addition to the integration of SOA and grid, several other major advances have taken 
place: 

• Several new grid standards have evolved ― making it easier to implement 
service-oriented architecture on grids.   

• Grid packaging has become “turnkey”, while grid pricing has been rationalized 
and simplified; 

• “Utility” grids are now making their appearance in commercial markets; 

• Linux grid clusters have become an entry point for grids into the enterprise; 

• Grid “self-management” has been better defined; and, 

• New grid vendors have entered the market. 

Needs Improvement… 

On the other hand, some of the grid weaknesses that we identified in our original report 
are still apparent.  We note that grid architecture still “needs improvement” in transaction 
processing and in Web services compliant development tools.  Further, we found very few 
examples grids being used between supply chain partners. 

• Conducting large volume transaction processing on grids is not as efficient as on 
vertically-scaled or tightly coupled systems;  

• Commercial “extra-grids” (grids between supply chain partners) are hard to find; 
and, 

• Some grid vendor’s development tools are still proprietary in approach rather than 
Web services oriented. 

In This Report … 

“The Grid Report: 2004 Edition” has three themes: 

1. First, it serves as a primer for information systems (IS) executives who are 
looking to understand what grid computing is all about.  It defines grid 
technology, covers grid standardization efforts, and discusses grid 
deployment options; 

2. Second, it describes the relationship between grid architecture and an SOA 
(service-oriented architecture).  Over the past two years great progress has 
been made in standardization efforts related to grids.  Web services (a 
program-to-program communications architecture) has combined with grid 
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architecture to form the basic infrastructure and network environment needed 
to  dynamically serve business process flow; 

It is very important for IS executives and business executives to understand why building an 
SOA is important and desirable (because service-oriented architecture will come to dominate 
information systems design over the next five to ten years).    

This “SOA/business process flow” theme is explored extensively in this report. 

3. Third, this report provides “evaluation criteria” (criteria prospective grid 
adopters should consider when comparing various grid product offerings) and 
critical reviews of grid vendors (reviews that illustrate the strengths and 
weaknesses of various grid offerings). 

In a way, this report is also a grid “buyer’s guide”.  It describes grid architectures and 
technologies; it provides “evaluation criteria”; and it provides critiques on various vendors 
market strategies and product offerings.  All told, this report helps IS buyers answer the 
question: “is grid computing right for my enterprise”? 

How This Report Is Organized 

This report is organized into three parts: 

• Part I ― Part I describes what grid computing is; how it is being used (in both 
scientific/research as well as commercial endeavors); and where this technology 
is headed.  It examines grid concepts and definitions; it articulates where grid 
applications are found in today’s marketplace; and it shows where grid 
architecture combined with other architectures (such as SOA and Web services) 
and with business process management/business activity management will 
eventually lead an enterprise. 

• Part II ― Part II takes a look at how to integrate grid architecture with service-
oriented architecture in order to achieve organizational efficiencies, to improve 
asset utilization, and to provide computing power on an as-needed basis.  Part II 
also describes how grid products are packaged (this is necessary to understand 
before reading vendor comparisons in Part III). 

• Part III ― Part III examines the grid solutions provided by various vendors.  Grid 
buyers have several choices when it comes to building grids.  They can download 
for free or purchase grid application development environments and infrastructure 
components and build grids themselves ― or they can turn to systems integrators 
who can provide professional services or turnkey solutions in order to help build 
comprehensive grid environments.  Part III describes grid ISVs and OEMs and 
the respective products and services that they offer. 

Finally, this report concludes with “Summary Observations” regarding the content 
contained herein ― as well as our considered advice on how to proceed when building 
grid environments. 
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What We Hope You Will Learn 

Upon completion of this report, we hope that you will understand: 

• What grids are ― and what they’re designed to do; 

• Where grids are being deployed ― and what results are being achieved; 

• How grids are related to service-oriented architecture (SOA); 

• Which grid standards to pay particular attention to; and, 

• Which vendors offer grid products ― and how these products can be 
differentiated. 

Comments/Critique/Criticism 

Reader comments, critique, and criticism regarding this report is welcome.  Please send 
your thoughts, comments, criticism, and/or other feedback to ClabbyAnalytics@AOL.com. 
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Executive Summary 
The Big Picture 

The most fundamental concept to be understood in this report is the relationship between 
grid architecture, service-oriented architecture, and business process flow: 

1. Grids ― the primary role of grid architecture is to provision unused resources; 

2. SOA ― Although grids can work without a service-oriented architecture in 
place, enterprise business and IT executives should understand that building 
an SOA is strongly desirable.  A Web services-based SOA makes it possible 
to overcome program-to-program communications and data transformation 
issues ― leading to more streamlined operations, increased productivity, 
greater flexibility, and lower computing costs. 

3. Business Process Flow ― Once a service-oriented architecture is in place an 
enterprise can begin to flow business processes in a transparent fashion over 
underlying information systems. 

Enterprises need to focus on business process flow.  Information systems that use Web 
services-based service-oriented architecture over grids make an ideal information infrastructure 
for managing and flowing business processes. 

Why Is Managing the Flow of Business Processes So Important? 

In the late 1940s, W. Edwards Demings (a researcher best known for his quality 
management studies) determined that as “variants” are introduced into manufacturing 
process flow, productivity and quality often decline.   

His findings were extrapolated to apply to business process flow:  

When variants are introduced into business process flow, inefficiencies are introduced.  These 
inefficiencies result decreased operational efficiency and in increased operational costs. 

For years, IS executives have applied information systems to automating tasks (such as 
accounting, office work, manufacturing, and the like).  In the 1980s, IS buyers demanded 
standards for communications, operating environments, infrastructure, databases, and 
more ― in order to enable heterogeneous systems, applications, and databases to 
communicate and share information/data.  In the 1990’s, IS executives spent years 
integrating business systems and customer/supply chains.  And now, in the 21st century, 
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early-adopter IS and business executives have managed to architect and build standards-
based information systems capable of attacking the very problem that Demmings 
identified almost fifty years ago ― fixing business process flow through business process 
management and business activity management! 

This report describes how your enterprise can build a SOA/grid capable of serving business 
process flow. 

Key Findings in This Report 

The primary finding in this report is that grid and Web services standards have advanced to the 
point where it is now possible to build a SOA/grid capable of supporting dynamic business 
process flow.  (This report explains how to build such an information infrastructure and also 
includes vendor selection criteria, product packaging, and comparative information). 

Secondary findings include: 

Negative 

• Grids are still not ideal for large scale online transaction processing (OLTP) 
environments (vertically scaled systems are more appropriate);  

• Grid development tools need improvement (many vendors need to do a better job 
of integrating Web services with their development tools); and,  

• Grids are generally not being used for extra-enterprise supply chain activities. 

Positive 

• Grids have become more sophisticated ― and have entered commercial 
markets: 

• Grid pricing/packaging has improved; 

• Utility grids are starting to make their market appearance; 

• New vendors have entered the grid market (most notably: Oracle, Adobe, and 
Tsunami Research). 

• Grid distributed resource management, orchestration, and provisioning have 
improved dramatically. 

• Grids are making their way into commercial environments “through the back door” 
as Linux-based “grid-in-a-box” configurations.  Grid-in-a-box configurations 
represent a low-cost means to scale Linux.  

• The grid developmental path is much clearer ― grid standardization objectives 
are more clear and a grid roadmap is now in place (see Chapter 3 ― Grid 
Standards and the Grid Roadmap). 
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• The criteria for evaluating and measuring grid products and services is now clear.  
Depending on enterprise objectives, downloadable grid development tools and 
infrastructure components are available and can be used to create 
compute/data/collaborative grid environments.  ISVs offer developmental 
environments as well as integrated grid middleware and grid applications ― 
designed to help enterprises rapidly deploy full-function grids.  OEMs work with 
ISVs and application providers to create turnkey grid solutions that include design, 
deployment, and management services.  And some OEMs have been particularly 
aggressive in integrating business process flow over SOA/grid architecture. 

Part I ― Grid Primer 

Part I of this report defines grids; describes what grids are used for; discusses how grids 
are deployed; discusses types of grids; describes important grid and Web services 
standards; and describes how to implement a grid environment.   

Definition 

A grid is a standards-based application/resource sharing architecture that makes it possible for 
heterogeneous systems and applications to share compute and storage resources 
transparently.   

Grids are all about finding distributed, underutilized computing resources (systems, 
desktops, storage) and provisioning those resources to users or applications requiring 
them.   

What Can Grids Do? 

Grid-networked environments can be used to: 

• Better exploit existing computing resources while reducing administrative 
overhead related to managing distributed, heterogeneous information systems; 

• Process batch workloads more quickly; 

• Manage workload across available resources 

• Lower costs for processing large, complex workloads; 

• Provide secure, federated data access in a large scale distributed environment 

• Purchase additional processing power and applications on an as needed basis 
(called “utility computing”) to address spike demands for additional computing 
power and to provide applications on subscription fee basis;  

• More easily collaborate with internal or external organizations;  

• Reduce complexity and cost of systems/storage/network management. 
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Where Are Grids Being Used? 

Clabby Analytics has found hundreds of grids installed in a variety of scientific and 
commercial settings.   

Some of the early commercial adopters can be found in the following industries: 

• Aerospace and Automotive (for collaborative design and modeling); 

• Architecture (engineering and construction); 

• Electronics (design and testing);  

• Energy (for oil and gas for exploration);  

• Finance/insurance/real estate (securities and brokerage ― especially for 
stock/portfolio analysis and risk management);  

• Life sciences (particularly in pharmaceuticals); 

• Manufacturing (inter/intra-team collaborative design, process management); 

• Media/entertainment (to generate digital animation); and,  

• Utilities (to improve efficiency while dealing with peaks and valleys in utilization). 

The Grid Research Integration Deployment and Support Center offers an extensive list of 
grid projects and types at http://www.grids-center.org/news/news_deployment.asp. 

How Are Grids Being Deployed? 

In general, there are three types of grid deployments: 

1. Departmental; 

2. Inter-departmental; and, 

3. Extra-enterprise. 

These grid deployments are discussed in greater depth in Chapter 1. 

Types of Grids 

At present, three grid types dominate the grid landscape: 

1. Compute grids ― grids that focus on aggregating computing power for compute-
intensive projects; 

2. Data grids ― grids that provide computing resources to allow for indepth analysis 
of shared large-scale databases; and, 
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3. Collaborative grids ― grids that focus on sharing large, complex models amongst 
collaborative workers (used, for instance, for collaborative modeling and design 
work). 

It should also be noted that dozens of other types of grids are evolving (such as utility grids, 
enterprise optimization grids, governmental grids, and more).  These various grid types are 
explored in greater detail in Chapter 2 ― Types of Grids.    

Standards Activities 

There are three formal standard areas related to grids that IS buyers should track.  They 
are: 

1. Web services/XML standards (these are key elements in SOA architecture); 

2. Business process related standards (especially business process management, 
business activity management, and BPEL4WS standards); and, 

3. Grid standards. 

Grid-related Standards Bodies 

In the grid world, the most important standards organizations to follow are: 

• The Global Grid Forum ― The GGF is the primary standards setting organization 
for grid computing; and, 

• The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards 
(OASIS) ― A not-for-profit consortium that drives the development, convergence, 
and adoption of e-business standards. 

Note also that The Global Grid Forum and a systems management organization known as 
the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF)) are working together on aligning the 
DMTF’s Common Interface Module (CIM) and Web-based Enterprise Management 
(WBEM) modules with grid standards.  

Grid Implementation Groups 

• The Open Grid Services Architecture ― OGSA is an architectural vision of how 
Web services and grid architectures can be combined.  There are four working 
groups that help implement OGSA standards.  These groups focus on defining 
clear programmatic interfaces, management interfaces, naming conventions, 
directories, and more.   

The specific OGSA working groups involved in theses activities are: 

o The Open Grid Services Architecture Working Group (OGSA-WG); 

o The Open Grid Services Infrastructure working group (OGSI-WG);  
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o The Open Grid Service Architecture Security Working Group (OGSA-
SEC-WG); and, 

o Database Access and Integration Services Working Group (DAIS-WG); 

• OGSI (the Open Grid Services Infrastructure) is the implementation of OGSA.  It 
is expected that the HP/IBM proposed resource standard called “WS-Resource 
Framework (WS-RF)” will replace OGSI and become the key standard for 
orchestration; 

Important Grid/Web Services Standards 

The most important standards to track that are related to grid/SOA integration include: 

• The proposed OASIS “WS-Provisioning” standard;  

• Managing resources (WS-RF or Web services resource framework); 

• Establishing Security (WS-Security, WS-SecureConversation, WS-Trust, WS-
Federation, Web Services Security Kerberos Binding, ); 

• Handling metadata (WSDL, UDDI, WS-Policy) 

• Building and integrating Web services architecture over a grid (see OGSA); 

• Orchestration (standards used to abstract business processes from application 
logic and data sources and set up the rules that allow business processes to 
interact);  

• Overlaying business process flow (business process engineering language for 
Web services ― BPEL4WS); and, 

• Two other proposed standards ―  WS-Notification (IBM/HP sponsored) and WS-
Eventing (Microsoft/others sponsored) are also worth tracking closely. 

• BPEL4WS ― The business process execution language for Web services 
(BPEL4WS) is a standard that is relevant to flowing business process flow across 
a service-oriented architecture.  BPEL4WS uses Web services to pass process 
flow information between applications and databases ― and because it uses 
Web services for program-to-program communications, BPEL4WS is able to 
communicate with other business processes running on disparate platforms.   

What this means is that by using the BPEL4WS standard, enterprises can flow business 
processes across different computer platforms running different operating environments and 
potentially different infrastructure (for instance, J2EE or .NET).  BPEL4WS’ use of Web services 
enables it to perform in a platform independent manner.  

 16
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Primer Section Summary 

SOA/grids represent a huge advance in the design of information systems ― now 
information systems become the means and process flow becomes the end.  Obstacles 
such platform, operating environment, infrastructure, and database incompatibilities are 
reduced or eliminated using the combination of BPEL4WS to flow business process, Web 
services to enable program-to-program communications, and XML to resolve differences 
in data format. 

Part II ― SOA/Grids 

Part II of this report describes the relationship between service-oriented architecture and 
grids.   

In short, a SOA/grid is comprised of standards for: 

1. Program-to-program communications (Web services); 

2. Sharing data (extensible markup language ― XML); 

3. Infrastructure (built around .NET or J2EE); and, 

4. Provisioning services (including grid services). 

How Does a SOA Work? 

This “service-oriented” design makes the following possible: 

• A person or an application issues a request for information or data; 

• That request is passed to the appropriate service layer (information or data); 

• That service layer turns to a common infrastructure layer to acquire that 
information or data; and, 

• If the resources needed to execute the original request are not available, a 
provisioning/virtualization layer locates and makes available those resources. 

• Results are then passed back to the original requestor. 

Figure 1 illustrates how a SOA supports the processing of Web services requests for 
information or data across a shared infrastructure that is provisioned by virtual resources 
(possibly grid resources). 

 17
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Figure 1 ― How a Services-oriented Architecture Works 
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Source: Clabby Analytics ― March, 2003 

Flowing Business Process Over a SOA 

It is important to note that the original requestor can be a person or an application.  This is 
important because business process applications can now use Web services architecture 
to generate requests for information and data.  Upon receiving that information or data, a 
high-level business process application can respond to changes in the business (such as 
increases or decreases in order volumes that might call for inventory to be refreshed or for 
products that aren’t selling to be liquidated).  These high-level business process 
applications can then initiate a number of sub-processes in order to re-stock depleted 
merchandise or to put overstocked merchandise on sale.  In this case business processes 
behave dynamically (reacting to changes in the business environment and automatically 
undertaking corrective action) using a service-oriented architecture to drive processes and 
workflow across underlying information systems. 

This represents a new era in computing ― where information systems dynamically serve 
business process flow.  In the past various obstacles have prevented information and data 
sharing between heterogeneous systems and infrastructures.  But these obstacles have 
been/are being overcome.  In the future, business and IS executives will need to change their 
mindset ― moving their focus from systems/application integration to a focus on achieving 
business process flow efficiencies. 

 18
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How Do Business Activity Management, Business Process Management and 
Grids Fit Into the SOA Picture? 

For the last decade, performing business process management tasks has been highly 
manual in nature.  There have been hundreds of methodologies introduced for modeling 
business process flow.  Business process management (BPM) and business activity 
management (BAM) software are used to automate and control business process flow.    
Today’s business process management and business activity management tools look to 
streamline modeling, ease integration and connectivity, and improve business 
process/system management.  

Business Process Management 

Today’s state-of-the-art business process management BPM systems involve the entire 
life cycle of a business process flow including: 

1. Determining how business processes currently flow (modeling/methodology);  

2. Integrating business processes with information systems; 

3. Connecting (link) business processes and underlying information systems with 
those of customers and business partners;  

4. Monitoring ongoing status; and, 

5. Ongoing management of business processes (monitoring, adapting, and 
modifying processes, if need be, to improve efficiency and performance ― also 
known as business activity management).    

Business Activity Management 

Business activity management enables an enterprise to track business process flow and 
take corrective actions if need be.  BAM consists of tools for monitoring the ongoing status 
of business process flow and for monitoring/adapting/modifying processes if changes and 
modifications are required.  (Many research analysts consider BAM to be a subset of 
BPM). 

In short, business process management software is used to help determine how processes 
currently flow and for integrating process flow across information systems.  Business activity 
management is used to monitor process flow and to modify processes (if need be) to restore 
efficient process flow.  

How BAM, BPM, SOA, and Grids Are Related 

Today, business process management environments are being designed to use a service-
oriented architecture (more specifically “Web services” architecture) to gain access to 
widespread and varied information and data.  But what happens when a Web services 
request generates the need for a great deal of computing power, or needs to use a lot of 
storage (for instance, to execute a query on a large database)?  

 19
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Figure 2 ― Where Grids Fit in an SOA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Clabby Analytics ― March, 2003 
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3. Purchase complete turnkey grid solutions (hardware, operating environments, 
grid middleware, “gridized” applications, orchestration software, business process 
management software, and related services) from an OEM or systems integrator. 

Each of these approaches is explored in greater depth in Chapter 4. 

Part III ― Vendor Commentary 

As described earlier, grid software and services can be acquired from a number of 
sources.  These sources include: 

• Freeware, shareware downloads; 

• Grid ISVs (such as AVAKI, DataSynapse, Platform, and United Devices); and  

• OEMs (such as Dell, Hewlett-Packard, and IBM). 

The differences between the products and services offered by grid OEMs and ISVs are 
explored in depth in “Part III ― Vendor Comparisons”. 

Summary Observations ― When All Is Said and Done 

The purposes of this report are: 

1. To provide a primer on grid computing (including definitions, deployments, and 
other relevant information); 

2. To provide design information (about how grids, SOA, and business process 
management all work together); and 

3. To provide grid vendor evaluation criteria (such that IS buyers can differentiate 
between grid software and service providers). 

Selecting your grid vendor depends largely upon what your organization is trying to do, as 
well as on the competency and skill set that exists within your enterprise.  For instance: 

• If your organization wishes to run a custom application designed to solve a 
departmental computing problem ― and if your organization has access to a 
network competent computer staff ― then the use of the Globus grid toolkit and 
other shareware/freeware may be sufficient to help construct a departmental grid. 

• If your organization wishes to run a packaged application (for drug discovery or 
financial risk management ― for instance) ― and if your organization has access 
to network competent computer staff ― then a grid ISV solution (where the grid 
vendor and the application ISV are partners) will likely be a good choice for 
implementing a grid. 

• If your organization has identified business process flow problems and needs a 
full-fledged solution that includes hardware, operating environments, SOA 
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infrastructure, grid middleware, and business process management software ― 
then an OEM or systems integrator most likely represents the optimal choice. 

Upon completing this report, readers will have learned that grids can be simple or complex.  IS 
buyers can build simple grids designed to balance workload in order to provide users with 
access to more computing power or storage when needed.  Or IS buyers can build all 
encompassing grids that provide access to virtualized computing/storage services for a SOA 
over which dynamic business processes flow. 
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Key Findings 

This section describes Clabby Analytics’ research findings based upon interviews with grid 
users, grid ISVs, and grid OEMs. 

Primary Finding 

Two years ago, when we wrote the first edition “The Grid Report”, the Global Grid Forum 
(the primary grid standards setting organization) had just announced its vision of how grids 
and Web services infrastructure would work together (this vision is manifest it its Open 
Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) specifications. 

Since then, grid architecture has become a key element in service-oriented architecture ― 
its is used to provision resources on an as-needed basis. 

Clabby Analytics’ primary research finding regarding grid computing is that the combination of 
business process management and business activity management software, service-oriented 
architecture, and grid architecture have enabled computing to enter a new era in which 
information systems can dynamically serve business process flow. 

What Changed? 

Service-oriented architecture existed when we wrote our last report.  Architectures such as 
“Common Object Request Broker Architecture” (CORBA), Sun’s Remote Method 
Invocation (RMI), and Microsoft’s “Common Object Model” are all SOAs.  But these SOAs 
faced obstacles when it came to interoperability amongst them ― particularly in the areas 
of program-to-program communications and data sharing.  Figure 3 (next page) describes 
the limitations of past SOAs ― and the corrective action that has taken place over the past 
two years to rectify those limitations. 

In short: 

1. Program-to-program communications issues can be overcome with Web 
services; 

2. Data transformation issues can be overcome with extensible markup language 
(XML); 

3. Common infrastructure has been developed (.NET and J2EE); and, 

4. Grid architecture has been united with .NET and J2EE Web services 
environments to create a SOA/grid. 
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 Figure 3 ― Yesterday’s SOA Issues/Today’s Solutions 

SOA Today
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SERVICE LAYERS
SOA Yesterday

SERVICE LAYERS

 

Source: Clabby Analytics ― March, 2003 

With these common conventions for program-to-program communications, for data sharing, for 
infrastructure services, and for communications ― a platform/operating system/programming 
language-independent SOA/grid architecture can be designed and deployed. 

BPM/BAM Overlay 

Today, thanks to the creation of business process flow standards, business process 
management (BPM), business activity monitoring (BAM) software, Web services-oriented 
service-oriented architecture, and grid standards for resource provisioning, it is now 
possible to build information systems designed to dynamically serve business process 
flow. 

As examples: 

• Automobile manufacturers know that they can save billions of dollars yearly if they 
can shorten development and prototyping cycles as well as streamline 
collaboration between themselves and their business partners.  And they know 
that they need to improve process flow in order to achieve tangible monetary 
savings.   
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At present, many auto manufacturers have disparate databases, isolated islands 
of design, and heterogeneous information systems environments.  By moving to a 
service-oriented architecture program-to-program communications problems can 
be overcome, and data can readily be shared (using XML).  By using an 
underlying grid, complex designs can be modeled and shared in real time 
between internal departments and external business partners.  And by using 
business process management and business activity management software, 
business processes can be streamlined and automated. 

• Insurance companies know that complex process flow increases labor costs while 
slowing claims processing time.  By building information systems that can gather 
data more quickly (by, for instance, using grid technologies to deliver increased 
processing power) ― and by putting in place a business process management 
system ― insurance companies know that they can reduce labor costs while 
improving service. 

• Retail outlets know that managing inventory represents a major cost of doing 
business.  Items need to be ordered, received, inventoried, displayed, and then 
sold or liquidated.  Any improvements that can be made to streamline this cycle 
could save some retailers millions or billions of dollars annually.  Building a 
SOA/grid enables all inventory systems and databases to communicate freely.  
And deploying products that can monitor, control, track, and repair process flow 
problems serves to make process flow more efficient. 

Business process management, business activity management, SOA, and grid architecture can 
be combined to deliver massive savings to these industries.   

What Does This Mean? 

It means that information systems architecture has standardized.  It means that there are 
common means to share information and data; common infrastructure to deliver that 
information and data throughout the organization; and an underlying grid network 
environment capable of provisioning computing resources to meet the ebb and flow of 
computing demand. 

It means that enterprises can now start to focus on process flow as a means to improve 
productivity, reduce costs, and increase competitive pressure on rivals. 

Over the next five years business and IS executives will continue to standardize their 
infrastructure on SOA/grids.  They will buy application solutions that can run on SOA/grids.  
They will also buy business process management tools and utilities as well as business activity 
monitors.  And they should expect vendors to create and patent industry-specific business 
process flow solutions that run on SOA/grids. 

Other Key Findings 

Not all findings are positive.  Clabby Analytics notes that grids are: 

• Still not ideal for large scale online transaction processing (OLTP) environments;  
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• Grid tools can be improved (especially tools that use Web services calls); and,  

• Are generally not being used for extra-enterprise supply chain activities. 

On the positive side, however, we also observed: 

• Grids have become more sophisticated ― and have entered commercial markets 

o Grids used to be about linking multiple computers in order to aggregate 
computing power ― largely for scientific/research environments.  Now, 
grids are used to: 

 Aggregate computing power (used heavily in scientific, research, 
government, and life sciences communities); 

 Perform business analytics, decision support and data analysis 
(becoming popular in the financial community); 

 Provide computation for collaborative modeling/visualization 
applications (increasing important for design engineers in the 
manufacturing community);  

 Optimize resources (important to commercial enterprises looking 
to consolidate computing power and increase overall systems 
utilization in order to lower computing costs); and, 

 Provide access to external computing/storage resources on an 
as-needed basis (grids are being used for “utility provisioning”). 

• Grid packaging has advanced 

o Two years ago early commercial grid adopters bore much of the burden 
of designing and deploying grids ― and then rebuilding custom 
applications to run on those grids.  

o Today, grids vendors provide: 

 Integrated grid/applications solutions (numerous independent 
software vendors have “gridized” their applications to run on 
SOA/grid architecture).   

 Integrated turnkey solutions that include applications deployed 
on grids aimed at specific vertical markets ― complete with 
business process integration and management (often with a 
guaranteed service levels and return-on-investment). 

In other words, grid buyers can continue to “do-it-themselves”; they can buy point solutions 
from grid vendors (solutions that solve an immediate problem but do not integrate business 
process flow); or they can purchase complete, turnkey grid solutions (with integrated business 
process flow) from a grid systems integrator. 
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• Grid pricing has been “sorted-out” (sort of); 

o Two years ago ISVs were having trouble trying to figure out how to 
charge for their application software when deployed on grids.   

o Today, grid application software is usually sold on a user-count basis; or 
on a pay-as-you-go utilization basis. 

o For the future, usage-based pricing models are being explored. 

• The “utility” grid has become a reality as “XSPs” (Internet Service Providers, 
Network Service Providers, Application Service Providers, and others) have 
figured out how to deploy applications and provide as-needed grid services on a 
billable, by-use basis ;  

• New vendors have entered the grid market (most notably: Oracle, Adobe, and 
Tsunami Research). 

• Grid distributed resource management, orchestration, and provisioning have 
improved dramatically. 

o “Orchestration” is the ability to sense and respond to increases or 
decreases in computing needs.  Orchestration technologies enable 
enterprises information systems to dynamically (automatically, flexibly, in 
an unattended mode) allocate resources to support service level 
agreements (SLAs).  And orchestration technologies can be aligned with 
information technology (IT) best practices to automate and support 
business process flow.  

o “Provisioning” is the practice of automating the execution of manual 
processes.  For instance, grid middleware consists of software that finds 
resources and makes those resources available for use by authorized 
people and programs (in other words, grid middleware automatically 
“provisions” resources). 

• Grids are making their way into commercial environments “through the back 
door”.  OEMs and ISVs are reporting good success rates selling Linux-based 
grids into high-performance computing environments.  Enterprise IS buyers who, 
in the past, had wanted to deploy applications on the Linux operating environment 
often found that the Linux operating environment had headroom issues scaling 
beyond 4-way servers.  (Note that the recently released version of Linux allows 
for scaling to 8-way and above ― but still, most IS buyers have been purchasing 
single, dual, or four-way Intel servers on which to run Linux).   

Today, a Linux grid configuration called a “grid-in-a-box” essentially allows dozens 
of small form factor Linux servers to be loaded into a common cabinet where 
these servers share networking backplanes and use grid middleware for workload 
balancing and virtualized resource sharing.  Grid-in-a-box configurations are now 
experiencing great success making their way into enterprise computing 
environments as a low-cost means to scale Linux.  

• The grid developmental and standardization roadmap is now clear (see Chapter 
3). 
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• The criteria for evaluating and measuring grid products and services is now 
clearer.  For simple grids, free development downloads are available on the 
Internet.  For more complex environments, grid ISVs offer completely integrated 
application development environments as well as grid provisioning middleware.  
For enterprises looking for solutions that incorporate grids, SOA, and business 
process management/business activity management ― some OEMs and 
systems integrators offer focused, turnkey grid solutions targeted at specific 
business process flows within specific target industries. 
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What This Section Is About 

This section (Part I) examines key concepts and definitions related to grid computing.  
Included in this section are discussions about grid types, grid deployment options, grid 
standards, and projected grid evolution.  This section provides the background and 
context in which Part II (building a SOA/grid) and Part III (vendor comparisons) should be 
viewed. 

What We Hope You’ll Learn 

In this section we hope that you will learn the following: 
 

1. What grid computing is; 

2. Types of grids; 

3. Where grids are being deployed; 

4. How grids and utility computing are related;  

5. How “virtualization”, “provisioning”, “orchestration”, and workload management 
relate to grids; and, 

6. What standards are important for building grids (and how grid standards and Web 
services standards are intertwined); 
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  Chapter 
1  

What Is Grid Computing All About? 
This chapter defines grid computing and examines where grids are being used and how 
grids are being deployed.  Further, the concepts of grid provisioning and “virtualization” are 
discussed. 

Key Concepts and Definitions 

Grids consist of networks of computers, storage, and other devices that can pool and 
share resources.  Grid architecture “provisions” those resources to authorized users 
and/or applications.  Devices in this grid resource pool are considered to be “virtual” 
(implying that the devices can be activated when needed ― so they are “virtually 
present”).   

Each of these concepts/architectures (grids/provisioning/virtualization) bears clearer 
definition. 

Grids 

There are literally dozens of definitions for “grid computing architecture”.  Some definitions 
are very broad and consider clustered servers that share a common data pool as grids.  
Other definitions describe massive distributed networked environments that make use of 
thousands of information systems and diverse storage subsystems as grids.  Still other 
definitions fall somewhere between these two. 

From our perspective, grids consist of: 

1. A schema for intelligent load-balancing over a high speed network;  

2. A network architecture for connecting compute and storage resources; and, 

3. Standards that make it possible for heterogeneous systems and applications to 
share compute and storage resources transparently.   

A grid is a standards-based application/resource sharing architecture that makes it possible for 
heterogeneous systems and applications to share compute and storage resources 
transparently.   

The primary function of a grid is to provision resources. 
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Provisioning  

“Provisioning” involves locating computing/storage resources and making those resources 
available to requestors (users/applications).   

There are a number of ways to provision resources.  Information systems can be designed 
to: 

• Reconfigure resources to make additional computing power or storage available 
(repartition an existing server environment, or tear-down a given computer 
configuration and reconfigure it for a new workload); 

• Activate installed but not active components (CPU, memory, or storage) on a 
local server in order to provide local access to additional resources; 

• Access additional computing and storage resources that can be found and 
exploited over a local area network or across a wide area network (this approach 
does not necessarily require a grid in order to locate and provide additional 
resources to the requestor); and, 

• Find and exploit additional computing and storage resources using a grid. 

Each of these approaches is examined more closely in the following virtualization section. 

Virtualization 

Resources that can be made available to perform computing tasks or to allocate additional, as-
needed storage are considered to be “virtual” (not real ― until they are needed).   

Figure 4 (next page) shows virtualization as a layer related to an SOA infrastructure.  
Should additional computing or storage resources be required, the SOA passes off a 
request for more CPU power, storage, or memory to this virtualization layer which then 
proceeds to locate additional resources (either locally or over a network). 
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Figure 4  ― The Virtualization Layer 
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Source: Clabby Analytics ― February, 2004 

Virtualization on a Local Server 
There are two approaches to exploiting virtualized resources on a local server.   First, 
resources can be manually or programmatically reconfigured.  Or second, nascent 
resources can be activated. 

To reconfigure local resources, IS managers and administrators can: 

1. Manually or automatically (through the use of scripts) reconfigure systems 
partitions and storage to accommodate changes in computing/storage demands.   
IS managers and administrators have the ability to reconfigure a computer in 
different ways, including: 

• Logical partitioning ― large, vertically scaled systems have the capability 
to be logically partitioned (a partition is how disk storage is segmented.  
Logical portioning allows physically partitioned disk to be virtually 
partitioned to make room for more processing.  The operating systems 
and even some of the systems hardware of many vertically scaled 
systems allows for logical partitioning. 

• Dynamic reconfiguration ― large, vertically scaled systems often have 
the ability to be reconfigured on-the-fly (using predetermined scripts or 
programs that reallocate computing and other resources on a prioritized 
basis to provide additional capacity or processing power on-demand for 
authorized/prioritized applications). 
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2. Activate compute/storage/memory modules that have been shipped with systems 
(and are activated and paid for when used). 

• In addition to reconfiguring local servers to exploit virtual resources, IS 
managers and administrators also have another option that can be used 
to acquire additional computing/storage/memory resources.  Over the 
past few years, hardware vendors such as IBM and HP have started to 
package additional memory blocks and CPUs (central processing units) 
into the servers they sell ― and not charge the customer for that 
additional memory or CPU power until the customer actually uses it.  A 
customer gains access to these virtual resources by purchasing a 
software key from their hardware maker. 

Virtualization Over a Network 
Virtualized resources can also be found on a network.  As examples: 

• Clustered systems provide access to additional CPU power when needed (these 
systems use a tightly coupled network to do so); and, 

• Grid software can find and exploit loosely coupled virtual resources on a local or 
wide area network (grids use a loosely coupled approach to provide access to 
virtual resources). 

• Virtualized services can be acquired externally using a utility computing model. 

Golf’s PGATour.com does not need a full-time, large computing environment.  Instead, it needs 
access to powerful computing resources only when it runs an event.  Instead of purchasing and 
operating a large data center, PGATour.com uses IBM resources and IBM’s On Demand model 
to provide real-time golf statistics, weather information, and other data to subscribers.  Note: the 
computing resources in this example are found on a mainframe that is partitioned into 
instances of Linux virtual machines ― not on a grid.  (Still, this model exemplifies how the utility 
computing concept is actually applied).  

Where Are Grids Being Used? 

Clabby Analytics has found hundreds of grids installed in a variety of scientific and 
commercial settings.  Some of the early commercial adopters can be found in the following 
industries: 

• Aerospace and Automotive (for collaborative design and modeling); 

• Architecture (engineering and construction); 

• Electronics (design and testing);  

• Energy (for oil and gas for exploration);  

• Finance/insurance/real estate (securities and brokerage ― especially for 
stock/portfolio analysis and risk management);  

• Life sciences (particularly in pharmaceuticals); 
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• Manufacturing (inter/intra-team collaborative design, process management); 

• Media/entertainment (to generate digital animation); and,  

• Utilities (to improve efficiency while dealing with peaks and valleys in utilization). 

How Are Grids Being Used Commercially? 

These grids are being used for: 

• Accounting; 

• Analysis (business analytics, mathematics and statistics); 

• Animation and imaging; 

• Banking and finance; 

• Batch processing (process more batch work in a shorter timeframe/window);  

• Collaborative Product Commerce (for in staging large, detailed, 3D graphical 
files);  

• Data visualization; 

• Decision support/data mining (especially in financial markets). 

• Digital content creation (for instance, to create special effects). 

• Engineering (electronic design automation ― EDA; MCAD ― mechanical design 
automation; finite element analysis ― FEA; and mechanical design automation 
― MDA);  

• Gaming (Internet, intranet); 

• Server/storage aggregation/consolidation (to improve utilization); 

• Testing (for instance load testing of software environments); and, 

• Workload/resource Management.  

How Are Grids Being Deployed 

Grids are generally deployed: 

1. At the department level (departmental grid); 

2. Across an enterprise (intergrids); and, 

3. Across multiple enterprises or between multiple organizations (extragrids). 
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It should be noted that many grid vendor’s go-to-market strategies are based upon installing 
grids at the departmental level ― and then expanding across an enterprise ― eventually 
moving to expand across multiple enterprises. 

Configurations 

As mentioned previously, grids can be quite large (consisting of thousand of nodes), or 
grids can quite small (consisting of only a few processor and storage nodes).   

ExtraGrids 
Many of the world’s most compute intensive applications reside in technical engineering 
and scientific research communities ― so it should come as no surprise that, to date, 
much of the grid computing focus has been on the creation of compute grids to power 
complex scientific calculations and simulations.  Grid architecture can aggregate the 
power of thousands of PCs and/or servers via the Internet ― creating an environment that 
can provide supercomputer levels of performance (but at a price point that is 
comparatively far less costly than purchasing a supercomputer).  Accordingly, most early 
adopters have been users who have had the need for tremendous amounts of computing 
power.  

Some of the largest largest grid configurations in the world include the SETI@Home 
project; the Mersenne project, the National Technology Grid, and the NASA Information 
Power Grid.  And bear in mind that these large grid projects are by no means restricted to 
the US.  The UK and other European countries have very strong grid implementations 
including the EU DataGrid, the EuroGrid and Oxford e-Science grid.   Likewise, India and 
China have also embarked on very large grid projects.  

It should be noted that the vast majority of extragrids today are compute/data grids used for 
scientific and research purposes.  Extragrids used to provide compute/data/collaborative 
facilities between business partners are practically non-existent at present.   

We believe that the reason for this is that few enterprises are willing to let anyone (even trusted 
business partners) gain access to systems that might contain vital and sensitive run-the-
business information ― even if those business partners are trusted and the internal run-the-
business systems and data can be made safe and secure. 

Clabby Analytics believes that the technology is in place to implement extragrids that can be 
made highly secure and that can perform business process flow around supply chain activities 
― but most commercial enterprises are not ready to implement such grids (because they are 
still prototyping grids in departmental and interdepartmental scenarios).  Extragrid growth 
promises to be a strong prospective grid growth area in the future. 

Across the Enterprise  “Intergrids” 
Inter-departmental grids are grids that make computing resources and storage available 
across an enterprise.  When we wrote our original report, Clabby Analytics found that most 
commercial grids are being installed as point solutions at the departmental level.  But, 
since our last report, enterprises have started to deploy grids across departments ― 
enabling different departments to share data and collaborate more easily (for instance: to 
work together on design/modeling projects), while also providing the enterprise with 
access to additional and unused computing resources. 
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In the commercial world, most grids are being run behind the corporate firewall in departmental 
or inter-departmental configurations. 

Departmental 
To date, grids have been highly successful in compute and data intensive environments 
(such as in scientific/research, life sciences, and financial environments) where the needs 
for increased computing power and the ability to conduct in-depth decision support and 
data drill down abound.  In most of these environments grids are usually run as 
departmental solutions solving the high-performance computing needs in areas such as 
drug discovery, or solving complex data analysis problems related to risk management.   

It is important to note that many grid hardware and software vendors seek to find departmental 
opportunities in order to prove grid technology to an enterprise.  Once the grid is installed and 
the proof-of-concept successfully demonstrated, grid vendors look to expand their products 
and services to multiple departments within an enterprise. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter defined grid architecture, described how grids are used, and described how 
grids are generally being deployed.  

Definitions 

A grid is a standards-based application/resource sharing architecture that makes it 
possible for heterogeneous systems and applications to share compute and storage 
resources transparently. 

The keys to understanding grids is the concept of “provisioning”.  Grids find unused 
resources and pool those resources for use by computer users or applications.  
Resources in this pool are said to be “virtual”. 

Usage 

Grids are being used in dozens of industries to run dozens of applications.  In general, 
these grids are being used for computer/storage aggregation (to provision additional 
computing power or storage facilities), for data assimilation and drill down, and for 
collaborative design and modeling activities.   

Clabby Analytics notes that there are dozens (if not hundreds) of other types of grid 
implementations (Chapter 2 describes these grid types in much greater detail). 

Deployment 

Grids are generally deployed as departmental, inter-enterprise “intergrids”, or extra-
enterprise “extra-grid” solutions for compute, data drill-down, and/or collaborative 
purposes.  Configurations can be very large (consisting of thousands upon thousands of 
nodes; or configurations can consist of only a few nodes).   
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  Chapter 
2  

Types of Grids 
There are many types of grids, ranging from in-house scientific/research “compute” grids 
through utility grids that are run by third parties that offer computing power for rent on an 
as-needed basis.   

All of these grids have one thing in common ― they all provision resources.  But each is 
optimized to provide different function (such as to compute equations, or to provide visual 
models for collaborative purposes, or to optimize enterprise resource utilization).   

This chapter examines six types of grids (including compute, data, collaborative, 
enterprise, government, and utility grids), and provides real world examples of how 
businesses and governments are using grids to increase resource utilization, achieve 
competitive advantage, and/or create new business models.  

Compute Grids 

Many of the world’s most compute-intensive applications reside in the technical 
engineering and scientific research communities ― so it should come as no surprise that 
these communities were the early adopters of grid technologies that could exploit and 
harness unused computing cycles.  Compute grids have been used for over a decade in 
these communities to aggregate the power of thousands of PCs and servers ― creating 
an environment that can provide supercomputer levels of performance (but at a price point 
that is comparatively far less costly than purchasing a supercomputer).   

Some of the most famous scientific and research grids include: 

• The Seti@Home Project ― thousands of Internet PCs used for the search for 
extraterrestrial life);  

• The Mersenne Project ― the Great Internet Mersenne Prime Search (GIMPS) is 
a worldwide mathematics research project;  

• The NASA Information Power Grid ― The IPG joins supercomputers and storage 
devices owned by participating organizations into a single, seamless computing 
environment. This project will allow the government, researchers, and industry to 
amass computing power and facilitate information exchange among NASA 
scientists); 

• The Oxford e-Science Grid ― Oxford University’s 'e-Science' project addresses 
scientific distributed global collaborations that require access to very large data 
collections, very large scale computing resources, and high performance 
visualization back to the individual user scientists.  
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• The Intel-United Devices Cancer Research Project ― This project is a grid-based 
research project designed to uncover new cancer drugs through the use of 
organizations and individuals willing to donate excess PC processing power.  This 
excess power is applied to the grid infrastructure and used to operate specialized 
software.  The research focuses on proteins that have been determined to be a 
possible target for cancer therapy.  

The largest grid effort currently underway is the “TeraGrid” scientific research project.  The 
TeraGrid was launched by the United State’s National Science Foundation in August 2001 
as a multi-year effort to build the world's largest grid infrastructure for scientific computing.  
In 2004, the TeraGrid will include 20 teraflops of computing power, almost one petabyte of 
data, and high-resolution visualization environments for modeling and simulation.  The 
supporting grid network is expected to operate at 40 gigabits per second. 

Real World Compute Grid Examples 

Although the preponderance of compute grids can be found in the scientific, research, and 
educational communities, 2003 and 2004 have seen strong growth of compute grids in 
commercial environments (particularly in life sciences and energy markets).   

Here are some examples: 

Life Sciences 
Like the scientific/research community, the life sciences community has strong 
requirements for compute power (for instance, to map the human genome or to perform 
drug discovery).  Today, almost every major drug company is making use of compute 
grids for drug discovery.   

• BASF, one of the world’s largest chemical companies, uses Platform Computing 
Inc.’s grid products to power a project that examines the effect of catalysts on 
accelerating chemical reactions.  The problems faced by BASF were that using 
traditional computer approaches, the analysis requires very complex, compute-
intensive simulations could take days to complete ― and the process also 
required a large amount of intervention by the researchers, reducing their 
productivity.  BASF wanted a solution that would run the simulations faster, 
improve researcher productivity, and use the existing IT infrastructure.  By 
deploying Platform’s LSF grid offering, BASF was able to increase processor 
utilization by 90%, automate manual scheduling and processing tasks, and 
reclaim 20% of the researcher’s work hours. 

• Monsanto, a leading provider of agricultural products, focuses on improving farm 
productivity while at the same time producing better quality foods. Monsanto has 
more than 200 scientists using molecular breeding and genomics to develop seed 
hybrids and new varieties. This research requires high-speed compute power to 
process the gene sequencing application.  Monsanto’s existing mainframe was 
unable to handle the accelerating demand, and the company also needed a 
workload balancing solution, since some scientists had excess compute power 
while others were resource constrained.  Existing tools were unable to determine 
where these bottlenecks were occurring, so Monsanto turned to Platform 
Computing to help them implement a solution that would pinpoint resource issues 
and alleviate the bottlenecks. 
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• ISIS Pharmaceuticals selected Entropia’s DCGrid platform to be integrated with 
its custom research software to provide a high-performance, cost effective 
environment for drug research and discovery for AIDS, cancer, and Crohn’s 
disease.  Entropia was selected based on Entropia’s ease of application 
integration, and their ability to provide compute power comparable to Linux 
clusters at a much lower cost. 

• Novartis Pharmaceuticals uses United Devices grid products to speed in-silico 
research projects to discover new prescription drugs.  United Device’s grid 
products are used to accelerate lead identification and profiling (enabling Novartis 
to increase disease relevant targets by a factor of ten, while at the same time 
minimizing technology costs).  Novartis chose United Devices grid line because of 
ease of installation and deployment (less than 1 day to deploy and install the first 
50 desktops), security, web interface, management and application integration 
capabilities.  

Financial Markets 
Financial markets have found ways to use grids to shorten computing times and open new 
business opportunities ― as exemplified by: 

• One of the nation’s largest financial holding companies, Wachovia, deployed the 
DataSynapse LiveCluster software in its fixed income derivatives trading and risk 
management applications ― after spending several months trying to design and 
implement an in-house solution.  DataSynapse’s LiveCluster compute grid was 
deployed in just a few days.   Since then, other areas within this financial holding 
company including credit, global risk, equity and mortgage-backed securities 
have begun using DataSynapse’s LiveCluster.   

Wachovia was able to avoid the purchase of additional hardware, scale to encompass all 
available servers and desktops, provide prioritization between the desktop and distributed 
application, provide failover capabilities, complete risk reports in 15 minutes instead of 15 
hours, and run more simulations for greater pricing accuracy.  Wachovia has discovered that it 
can enter new businesses by using grids to process data more quickly ― and create new 
revenue opportunities accordingly. LiveCluster’s strength in reliability, scalability and 
performance have tripled trading volumes for additional profits of up to $1M per deal.  Note:  

Also note that this holding company deployed its first grid to solve fixed income derivatives/risk 
management problems ― but subsequently expanded its grid to serve other areas (such as 
credit, global risk, equity, et al.  This is typically how grids are being sold today in commercial 
environments.  Grids enter at the departmental level, usually to address a point problem.  Once 
the grid has proven successful, enterprises expand grid services across multiple departments 
to efficiently solve several computing problems.   

Energy Markets 
Energy markets (for instance: oil and gas exploration) have started to use grids for data-
intensive seismic processing and imaging applications (these applications help energy 
companies analyze geological information to determine, for instance, where to drill for 
oil/gas).  These exploration and production (E & P) applications are known to be data-
intensive (processing terabytes of data) and often lend themselves nicely to being parsed 
into smaller parallel components that can be crunched across multiple processors and 
then aggregated when completed to provide decision makers with a consolidated view of 
application and data processing results.  
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• Amerada-Hess Corporation, a $6.6 billion international petroleum discovery and 
refinery company, is at the forefront of using computer aided 3-D geophysical 
depth imaging to discover oil and gas. For many years, Amerada Hess used a 
UNIX supercomputer to perform 3-D graphics rendering application.  After making 
a decision to switch to Linux and implementing cost-cutting as a major goal, the 
company decided to replace its expensive supercomputer ($2 million for a 3-year 
lease) with a Dell HPCC cluster solution.  Amerada selected Dell based on their 
knowledge of Linux, strong service, and ability to deliver a high-performance, cost 
effective grid solution for their 3D seismic depth application. 

• Compagnie Generale de Geophysique  (CGG) is a leading supplier of services 
and products to the worldwide oil and gas industry.  The company has deployed 
512 grid-clustered Dell servers running RedHat Linux in the United Kingdom to 
process data in finding new oil fields around the world.  CGG selected Dell for this 
HPCC project based on the architecture design, incremental scalability, ease-of-
deployment, price/performance and the success of its 1536-node Dell HPC 
cluster in their Houston, Texas center. 

Compute grids have clearly moved from the scientific/research area into commercial 
computing.   

Note that many of the commercial examples cited above are using Linux-based grid solutions 
comprised of numerous servers working together on a distributed grid ― or in some cased 
comprised of Linux “grid-in-a-box” (rackmounted servers sharing a grid backplane in the same 
cabinet) configurations.  Linux has become an important “entry-point” for grid into commercial 
environments. 

Data Grids 

Data grids are grids that provide computing resources that allow for indepth analysis of 
shared large-scale (and often diverse) databases.   

In the two years since our last report, legislation in the United States as well as other 
countries has called for stricter reporting of corporate financials, necessitating the 
businesses have a better understanding of their respective operations.  Accordingly, 
commercial enterprises have increased their use of business reporting/business 
intelligence tools ― using them as a means to create real-time reports on the day-to-day 
health of a given enterprise, as well as to support strategic decision making (by drilling 
down into available data for manufacturing status, backlog, customer/marketing 
information, sales information, and the like). 

One of the major problems that data grids help to solve is data integration.  Enterprises often 
need to perform real-time analysis on diverse data from a variety of internal and external 
sources.  Many grid vendors offer “metadata” environments that are capable of taking 
snapshots of live but diverse databases, and presenting those snapshots to applications in a 
consistent format for drill-down.  Using this approach, different data formats (such as flat files, 
SQL files, even multimedia files), different infrastructural issues, and different data structures 
and semantics can be resolved ― presenting the application with a common and uniform view 
of the data to be analyzed. 
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Real World Data Grid Examples 

Strong growth of data grids is taking place in financial markets (capital markets, retail 
banking, and insurance) while other markets are using data grids for business analytics, 
decision support, and data mining application.   

Here are several examples of data grid deployments in 2004: 

Financial Markets 
Financial services firms are using data grids as a means to create competitive advantage.  
These companies rely heavily on the performance of information systems as a means to 
more quickly service their customers.  In the areas of portfolio analysis and risk 
management, if an information system can produce a stock analysis in less time (by 
analyzing data more quickly using a data grid), then the firm and the customer benefit by 
being able to understand trade dynamics more quickly than customers at other firms.  With 
this advantage, customers can maximize profits and financial firms can clearly establish a 
competitive edge over other firms. 

• Deutsche Bank Group uses Platform LSF software to streamline portfolio risk 
analysis. Deutsche’s New York branch was running 500-1000 scenarios nightly to 
analyze market position and exposure at the close of each business day. This 
task was requiring that risk managers work almost ‘round the clock to remain 
competitive. Deutsche considered installing a supercomputer, but instead decided 
to maximize the utilization of existing resources. Platform LSF was used to create 
a “virtual mainframe” from all the NY systems. This enabled Deutsche to eliminate 
the short-term need for a mainframe computer, maximize existing compute 
investment, improve report generation time by 75%, and enhance productivity of 
the workforce. 

Other Platform financial services customers include Bank of America, Royal Bank 
of Canada, Fidelity Investments, and Millenium Partners. 

• Pacific Life Insurance, the fifteenth largest life insurance company in the nation, 
has deployed Entropia’s DCGrid to accelerate financial modeling and simulation, 
using their existing desktop PC infrastructure.  DCGrid’s ability to run these 
simulations more quickly translated into a key competitive advantage for Pacific 
Life.  DCGrid was able to cost-effectively exploit the excess power of existing 
PCs, allowing Pacific Life to avoid the purchase of additional hardware and 
related training. 

Energy and Petroleum 
Energy and Petroleum (E&P) companies have started to use grids for visualization 
purposes, as exemplified by: 

• One major E&P company (name withheld) wanted a distributed computing 
solution for their data-intensive, time-sensitive “upstream” processing 
environment — including seismic imaging and migration, data interpretation and 
reservoir modeling applications. Their existing solution (comprised of hundreds of 
Linux clusters) relied on batch scheduling and processing ― and resulted in 
severe underutilization of resources and computing power.  And the company 
was plagued by failures that required them to restart jobs on an ongoing basis 
(due to a lack of centralized monitoring and management capabilities).  This E&P 
company turned to DataSynapse, Inc. for a grid solution that was able to 
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centralize management and improve resource utilization, allowing the company to 
complete large, time-consuming jobs more quickly — all without the purchase of 
additional hardware. The company now has access to more information, more 
quickly, enabling better decision-making and ultimately, increasing profits. 

Collaborative Grids 

Collaborative grids are used to process and render data.  That data is presented in visual 
form, often to geographically dispersed locations, such that groups of workers can work 
collaboratively on design and modeling projects. 

When we last looked at collaborative grids (in our 2002 report), Silicon Graphic Inc. (SGI) 
was one of the only vendors involved in the design and deployment of collaborative 
visualization grids.  Since then, Sun, HP, IBM and others have also moved to service this 
marketplace. 

Real World Collaborative Grid Examples 

Numerous examples of design/modeling collaborative grids can be found in multiple 
industries, including aerospace, automotive, energy, and government (covered in a 
separate section). 

Aerospace 
Aerospace engineers, designers, and modelers can make use of collaborative grids to 
reduce information systems/storage costs and to share model designs.  For example: 

• An aerospace company (unnamed) uses a collaborative grid to short product 
design, development, and roll-out cycles.  This particular company has airplane 
designers located in four geographically dispersed locations working on different 
airplane components (engines, wings, cabin, etc.) who need to share information 
as they work toward final assembly.  This aerospace company uses a Product 
Data Management (PDM) system to manage the design process.  As for 
modeling and design, terabytes of design data is stored at each site ― but only 
the data pertinent to the workers located at that site (for instance: wing data is 
near the wing designers, landing assembly data is near the landing assembly 
designers).  Designers who need access to other component information not at 
their site are allowed access to remote component data on a read-only basis. 

By designing the collaborative grid in this manner, this aerospace company is 
able to reduce storage of huge, redundant files (and reduce associated storage 
costs).  And by putting files on the grid, the company is able to reduce the time it 
takes to get pertinent files to remote users (in many cases, the amount of time 
saved could be days or a week).  This reduction in file searching and sharing time 
has a positive impact on the project delivery schedule because it greatly reduces 
“wait time” and thereby shortens the project deliver schedule. 

Automotive 
Collaborative automotive design is one area in which millions (or billions) of dollars can be 
saved using collaborative grid technology.  As examples: 

• A specialty auto parts manufacturer (unnamed) uses a collaborative grid in order 
to share product design data between designers in one location and engineers in 
two other locations.  In this case, designers use local systems to build design 
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models.  Engineers analyze resulting designs from various points of view 
(structural and/or fluid dynamics, performance, and the like) ― and run 
simulations on those designs ― before moving parts into a manufacturing phase. 

In the past, design data was provided to engineers via ad-hoc arduous file 
transfer methods (engineers would request data, designers would extract that 
data and transfer the relevant files ― and then analysis could take place).  Using 
this ad-hoc method, inconsistent versions of data frequently surfaced causing 
confusion amongst multiple parties involved in requesting/sharing data ― and 
other communication/collaboration problems frequently arose.  Designers and 
engineers ended-up spending too much time moving and reformatting data ― 
and too little time doing their design/engineering tasks. 

A collaborative grid enabled this company to share product designs far more 
easily.  And when coupled with product lifecycle management and product data 
management software and practices, collaboration was easier to achieve.  In this 
case, AVAKI’s grid solution enabled this auto parts designer to securely send 
proprietary files between geographically dispersed locations; allowed for 
automatic file conversions (so that engineers and designers were no longer 
constantly involved in data conversion); and greatly enhanced the productivity of 
high-paid design/engineering professionals within the organization. 

• In industrial design, DASA (Daimler-Benz Aerospace Airbus) replaced internal 
mainframes and external supercomputers with a distributed environment of 
workstations and servers. Platform Computing’s LSF software was used to 
manage the computing load by transparently distributing batch jobs across the 
network to the most suitable computer. This grid environment is used in product 
design for structural analysis and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) across 
multiple geographically dispersed locations. 

Another area that benefits from grid usage is the area of simulations (more specifically, 
crash simulation).   

• BMW uses SGI Origin servers for stochastic crash simulation--a technique that 
considers the behavior of a population of vehicles rather than a single 
deterministic vehicle used in testing.  Specialized simulation software called 
PROMENVIR (Probabilistic Mechanical Design Environment), and ST-ORM 
(stochastic optimization and robustness management) are used in these 
simulated crash tests. Stochastic techniques use Monte Carlo simulations that 
require the cloning and parallel execution of a certain number of independent 
tasks that will more closely mimic the behavior of an automobile in an actual 
crash.  

Today a total of more than 700 processors of SGI Origin family systems are 
currently used at BMW for crashworthiness simulation because of their ability to 
provide high-performance distributed computing for crash simulations like ST-
ORM.  The enormous amount of information generated by stochastic crash 
simulation requires innovative approaches in data rendering and evaluation.  
BMW is also exploring virtual reality and data mining as complementary 
technologies for stochastic simulation. 

Energy 
The energy industry relies on increasingly large volumes of complex scientific and 
engineering data to make decisions to discover and produce oil and gas.  One example is: 
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• Royal Dutch/Shell, a global leader in oil exploration and production, decided to 
use grid technology for seismic modeling and interpretation.  After evaluating 
several approaches, Royal Dutch/Shell chose to IBM products and services to 
build infrastructure to enable visualization of their seismic applications.   As a 
result of using grid architecture, the company has enabled a more robust, 
scalable IT infrastructure that can automatically adjust to peaks and spikes in 
demand and handle seismic interpretation and visualization on an On Demand 
basis. 

Aerospace, automotive, and energy are but a few of the commercial industries using grids to 
improve design and engineering processes. 

Governmental Grids 

Governments have been in distributed computing longer than any other business 
(governments made early use of distributed computing for defense and intelligence 
purposes long before the scientific/research community latched onto distributed 
computing).  Today governments are making use of grids to lower operating costs, to 
improve resource utilization, and to encourage scientific research and discovery. 

Like commercial enterprises, governments benefit from the better scalability and system 
utilization features that grids offer.  Governments, like industries, face the same scalability 
constraints, and reliability and resource utilization issues.  But many governments have come 
to recognize that grids will eventually play a strategic role in their nations’ future worldwide 
competitiveness.  Grids offer a means to safeguard the competitiveness of important industries 
within a given nation by providing ways to accelerate scientific discovery.  The nations that can 
consistently build leading-edge products based upon innovative scientific research will be 
amongst the most successful on world markets.  And grids provide the testbed for this 
advanced research.  Accordingly, numerous governments are building “ultrascale scientific 
computing grids” that will support public scientific research (research that often makes its way 
into the commercial sector).   

By accelerating discovery, nations will be able to ensure their competitiveness on world 
markets. 

Real World Governmental Grids 

The United States 
At the end of 2003, the Office of Science of the U.S. Department of Energy published a 
report called “Facilities for the Future of Science: A 20-Year Outlook” (located at  
http://www.er.doe.gov/Sub/Facilities_for_future/20-Year-Outlook-screen.pdf.  This report 
details how the U.S. government will use ultrascale computing (a very high-speed grid 
approach with very powerful servers/supercomputers) to encourage discovery in the 
public sector.  Dozens of examples of government-backed research projects that use grid 
technologies are included in this report. 
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India 
India has undertaken the building of a national “I-Grid” (information grid).  India’s Centre for 
Development of Advanced Computing ― makers of India’s PARAM Padma 
supercomputers ― sees its role as helping India to: 

• To carve out a niche in the global arena of advanced information technology; 

• To further expand the frontiers of high performance computing; 

• Utilize resulting intellectual property for the benefit of society “by converting it into 
an exciting business opportunity and establishing a self-sustaining and wealth 
creating operation”. 

United Kingdom 
The UK, with co-funding by IBM and Oracle, has created E-Science Centres that utilize 
data grids for scientific research projects.  The National E-Science Centre coordinates 
projects with regional centers located Belfast, Cambridge, Cardiff, London, Manchester, 
Newcastle, Oxford and Southampton, as well as with sites in Daresbury and Rutherford 
Appleton.  These centres provide facilities to scientists and researchers who wish to 
collaborate on very large, data-intensive projects.   

This project is one of dozens of governmental grid projects within the UK. 

Numerous other examples of government grids can be found at http://www.grids-
center.org/news/news_deployment.asp. 

Utility Grids 

A report issued last year (found at http://www.saugatech.com/UC_Study/UC%-
20Survey%20-Report%20-%20ExecSum%2031Jul03%20FINAL.pdf) by Connecticut-
based Saugatuck Technology indicated that IS managers are having difficulty 
understanding the differences between grid computing and utility computing.  The report 
shows that although 48% of IS managers surveyed are familiar with the term “utility com-
puting”, only 2% really understand what it is that vendors are trying to sell to them when 
offering “utility computing services”.    Further, the report shows that only 19% of IS man-
agers know and understood what “grid computing” is. 

It’s easy to understand the confusion around the terms “grid computing” and “utility 
computing”.  Both deal with finding and using computing resources.  Both can be deployed 
internally, or can make use of external resources.  Both provide enterprises with 
opportunities to reduce computing costs.  And, to add to the confusion, the utility model of 
computing can make use of grids to provide computing power to users and applications.  
No wonder there’s so much confusion around the terms grid computing and utility 
computing! 

Yet, despite these similarities, there are substantial differences between grid computing 
and utility computing.  The primary difference is that grid computing is an architecture (a 
distributed computing environment designed to find and exploit unused computing 
resources) whereas utility computing is a design/model/approach (used to provide access 
to computing resources when an application runs out of computing resources, and to 
monitor use and issue billing/usage information).   
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Grids share, find, and use distributed resources ― and when the grid is out of computing power 
or storage ― the utility model “acquires” additional resources (from other sources if need be) to 
complete computing jobs (often at a billable cost).  

Another difference is that utility computing relies heavily on accounting for resource utilization. 

Stated graphically, the difference between grid computing and utility computing looks like 
this (see Figure 4): 

Figure 4 ― The Differences Between Grid Computing and Utility Computing 
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ternal source such as an XSP, but sometimes by acquir-
ing resources internally).
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Source: Clabby Analytics ― August, 2003 

 

Note: there are several ways to acquire grid resources ranging from activating existing 
embedded processors or memory to purchasing computing power and storage from an 
eternal source such as an XSP (an XSP is an application service provider, Internet service 
provider, or other service provider capable of providing its clients with resources on an as-
needed basis).   

Utility computing allows IS managers to acquire the power they need when they need it ― 
without having to necessarily purchase new capital equipment.  And this level of flexibility gives 
the enterprise an opportunity to change the way it does business without changing their 
infrastructure and without having to deal with wait times and deployment of new equipment 
issues. 
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Real World Utility Grids 

An excellent case study of how a third party (Akamai) provides utility computing services 
can be found at http://www-306.ibm.com/software/success/cssdb.nsf/-CS/NAVO-
5LMRV5?OpenDocument&Site=default.  Additionally, in Part III of this report (Vendor 
Comparisons), United Devices is critiqued.  United Devices is also a provider of utility grid 
services. 

• Rockwell Collins, a maker of avionics and communications systems, has the 
need to make use of a lot of computing power (the company needs processing 
power equivalent to four 128-node HP Superdome systems).  The issue: four 
Superdomes at more than $300,000 each is more than Rockwell Collins would 
like to spend on computing.  Instead, the company has signed an agreement to 
acquire utility computing resources from HP on an as-needed basis to help 
handle peaks in computing demand for engineering, ERP and product 
development applications.    

Enterprise Optimization Grids 

There is a whole class of IS buyers emerging that recognize that grid technology can be 
used to optimize the performance of information systems and storage.  These buyers 
desire “enterprise optimization grids” to: 

• Reduce systems/storage management costs (grids make resource utilization 
transparent by automatically optimizing servers and storage on the grid; and 
enterprise optimization grids also provide an opportunity to consolidate servers 
and storage).  This is done by: 

o Reducing operating and capital costs; 

o People costs; 

o Software costs; 

• Scale computing and storage resources to meet spikes in computing demand 
(this is done by creating a list of program priorities such that when a grid needs to 
provide additional resources lower priority programs give way to higher priority 
programs); 

• Increase resiliency (reducing downtime by ensuring that processing remains 
highly-available);  

• More rapidly develop and deploy applications;  

• Create a common application/infrastructure platform environment for running 
linking legacy applications to Web services environments; and,  

• Improve application performance by increasing application access to processing 
power and storage. 

Real World Examples of Enterprise Optimization Grids 

Examples of enterprise optimization grids include: 
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• A major financial broker (unnamed) was experiencing manageability and 
resource utilization issues with its existing legacy computing environment.  In 
some cases, some departments were over-provisioned with processing power, 
while other departments were compute resource constrained.  And managing this 
compute infrastructure required many network and systems administrators.  This 
broker recognized that a new way to manage enterprise computing resources 
was required. 

This broker chose DataSynapse as its grid vendor due to the company’s depth of 
experience in financial services ― and due its proven ability to design high-
performance, grid-based trading system.  DataSynapse delivered a single, unified 
“enterprise optimized” grid that provides automated load balancing for efficient 
resource utilization ― while also serving to streamline systems/network/resource 
management.  

• Hewitt Associates, a large human resource consulting and outsourcing firm, 
operates one of the best know examples of an enterprise optimization grid.  The 
company reconfigured its existing information systems environment to offload 
complex, resource-intensive pension calculation applications off of its mainframe 
systems onto less expensive grid-based Linux blade servers.  By so doing, Hewitt 
Associates has been able to reduce costs associated with processing pension 
calculations on the more expensive mainframe, while improving the performance 
(by more than 90%) of the pension application.   

Hewett Associates pension application is a good example of optimizing a computing 
environment by off-loading certain types of application processing to less expensive, more 
effective server environments.  Although Hewett’s mainframe is ideal for information retrieval 
and for processing the lion’s share of the calculations that the company performs, a Linux-
based enterprise optimization grid provided a more efficient means to do complex pension 
calculations that may involve looking up an employee’s pension benefits across multiple 
employers and making calculations based-upon time served at each company and other 
eligibility requirements.  In this case, an enterprise optimization grid is used to reduce costs 
while increasing overall application performance. 

• Alcatel Telecom's Switching System Division (SSD) develops switching systems.   
The company wanted to find a way to reduce computing costs and improve 
utilization ― and recognized that enterprise optimization grids could serve those 
purposes.  Accordingly, Alcatel’s SSD IT department moved to consolidate 
servers ― and adopted a grid design to improve resource utilization and simplify 
system administration. 

Platform Computing’s LSF is being used to find and exploit unused computing 
power.  LSF provided details on server utilization by monitoring how computers 
on the grid are being utilized.  LSF can provide information such as the number of 
jobs, percentage of CPU utilization, the number of login sessions, as well as 
information on available main storage, and disk space.   

By using Platform’s LSF, Alcatel SSD has been able to improve computing 
performance while reducing management overhead ― the two goals it set out to 
address by adopting grid architecture. 
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Chapter Summary 

For the most part, today’s grids are being used to aggregate computing power (computing 
grids); to aggregate data for drill down (data grids); and, for collaborative modeling and 
design purposes (collaborative grids).  But new types of grids designed to provide specific 
solutions (such as enterprise optimization or utility services) are evolving regularly.  And 
many governments now regard grids as strategically important to maintain economic 
competitiveness on world markets. 

Computing grids focus on exploiting unused computing power.  To date, compute grids 
have been used primarily for scientific and life sciences research ― but compute grids are 
now being used in such diverse fields as oil and gas exploration, drug discovery, and 
digital content creation. 

Data grids focus on data analysis.  These grids pool resources to drill into databases to 
conduct decision support and data mining activities.  As of late, data grids have become 
quite popular in the financial community and are being used to conduct financial and 
portfolio analysis. 

Collaborative grids focus on visualization and the sharing of large, graphics intensive files 
between collaborative groups (that are often geographically dispersed).  These 
collaborative groups use grids to collaboratively design complex models or images in real 
time.  The manufacturing industry now uses the vast processing power of grid computing 
to help model and design complex products (this is particularly evident in the automobile 
and aerospace industries where grids are being used as a means to power complex 
design work or to provide collaborative capabilities between segments in a design chain). 

Governments face the same problems as commercial users: scalability/headroom issues, 
systems reliability, budget restraints, underutilization of computing resources and so on.  
Grid technology can help governments improve asset utilization while also helping to 
reduce computing costs.  But more intriguing, governments have now come to recognize 
the strategic importance of grid computing as a means to maintain competitiveness or 
world markets.  And most large governments are investing in grid projects that lead to 
scientific discovery ― potentially resulting in innovative discoveries that become products 
that can be used to sold on world markets. 

Utility grids are starting to make inroads into commercial markets.  The benefit of utility 
computing is that it enable IS users to get a better handle on costs, or treat costs on 
monthly expense.  If the need for more compute power or storage becomes necessary IS 
managers can acquire those resources they need when they need them ― without having 
to necessarily purchase new capital equipment.  The utility computing approach enables 
an enterprise to make more efficient use of its existing computer systems; helps to reduce 
wait times for deploying new equipment; and/or enables an enterprise to pay only for the 
computing power it needs (rather than having to purchase systems to address peak load 
requirements). 

Enterprise optimization grids do exactly what their name states ― they help enterprises 
increase asset utilization through optimized grid design.  These grids focus on providing 
increased computing resources and better storage systems utilization for enterprises that 
are trying to better leverage their investments in computer systems and storage. 
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  Chapter 
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Grid Standards and the Grid Roadmap 
The purpose of standards is to provide guidelines that ensure interoperability (for instance: 
Web services standards provide programmatic interface guidelines that ensure that 
disparate applications can communicate with one and other; XML provides guidelines that 
allow for data sharing; TCP/IP provides communications and networking standards; and 
so on).  Standards help enterprises lower installation and integration costs while 
speeding–up systems and software deployment. 

When we wrote our initial grid report two years ago, grid standards and Web services 
standards were just starting to cross paths: 

• Grid efforts had been focused on providing consistent guidelines for grid security, 
resource allocation and management, metadirectories, reliability, discovery, 
authorization, service semantics and the like;  

• Web services efforts had been focused on defining programmatic interfaces that 
could be sent over Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) to cooperative 
programs, providing local and remote transparency, message handling, ensuring 
language interoperability, and other like tasks. 

Standards Progression 

But, in 2001 the Global Grid Forum (the GGF ― the primary grid standards organization) 
put forward an architectural view of how grids and Web services could be joined.  (This 
architecture is called the Open Grid Services Architecture or OGSA).   Since the GGF 
announced its OGSA view there has been strong progress in the articulation of Web 
services and grid standards: 

• Three years ago formal Web services specifications for security, message 
routing, QoS (quality of service), management, and more needed to be articulated 
and standardized.  Since 2001 some of the most important Web services 
standards to have been release include standards for Web services security (WS-
Security); for Web services  transaction handling (WS-Transaction); for Web 
services coordination (WS-Coordination); and for Web services management 
(WS-Management).  Additionally, improvements have also been made on 
fundamental Web services specifications such as SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI.  And 
the Web services interoperability organization (WSI or WSIO) has matured to 
become a multi-vendor/multi-user testbed for all of these standards.   

• From a grid perspective there remained much work to be done to secure the 
OGSI (Open Grid Service Infrastructure), as well as work to be done in the areas 
of virtualization, orchestration, and provisioning.  Key advances took place in the 
areas of grid provisioning, grid security, and grid resource management.   And 
most recently, standards have been proposed that will make it easier for business 
applications to exploit SOA and take advantage of underlying grids for 
provisioning.  (These new proposed standards include WS-Notification ― and a 
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competing notification specification called WS-Eventing ― as well as WS-
Resource Framework).   

In this chapter Clabby Analytics reviews the key standards setting organizations that 
contribute to the formation of grid/Web services standards ― as well as the key standards 
themselves.  We also include our perspective on what we believe the developmental and 
standards roadmap looks like for grids of the future. 

The Primary Grid Standards Organizations 

The following organizations are the leading standards organizations involved in articulating 
and implementing Web services and SOA over grid architecture: 

• The Global Grid Forum ― The GGF is the primary standards setting organization 
for grid computing.  The GGF works closely with OASIS (described below) as well 
as with the Distributed Management Task Force to help build interoperable Web 
services and management infrastructure for grid environments. 

• The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards 
(OASIS) ― OASIS is very active in setting standards for Web services, and 
works closely with the GGF to integrate Web services standards with grid 
standards. 

• The Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) works with the Global Grid 
Forum to help implement DMTF management standards such as th DMTF’s 
Common Information Model (CIM) and Web-Based Enterprise Management 
(WBEM) standards on grid architecture. 

• The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is also active in setting Web services 
standards (and standards that relate to XML). 

Finally, The Globus Alliance (formerly The Globus Project) is also instrumental in grid 
standards ― but from an implementation point-of-view.  The Globus Alliance is a multi-
institutional grid research and development organization.  It develops and implements 
basic grid technologies and builds a toolkit to help other organizations implement grids, 
grid standards, and even OGSA proposed standards. 

OGSA 

The Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) is an architectural vision of how Web 
services and grid architectures can be combined.   

There are four working groups that help implement OGSA standards.  These groups focus 
on defining clear programmatic interfaces, management interfaces, naming conventions, 
directories, and more.  The specific OGSA working groups involved in theses activities 
are: 

1. The Open Grid Services Architecture Working Group (OGSA-WG); 

2. The Open Grid Services Infrastructure working group (OGSI-WG);  

3. The Open Grid Service Architecture Security Working Group (OGSA-SEC-WG); 
and, 
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4. Database Access and Integration Services Working Group (DAIS-WG). 

OGSI (the Open Grid Services Infrastructure) is an implementation/testbed of OGSA. 

The Primary Grid and Grid-related Standards 

There are several standards involved in building a service-oriented architecture and 
underlying grid architecture that can support business process management.  These 
standards form the basic architectural building blocks that allow applications and 
databases to execute service requests.  And these standards also make it possible to 
deploy business process management software that enables IS executives to manage 
business process flow. 

The most important grid and grid-related standards include: 

• Program-to-program communications (SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI); 

• Data sharing (extensible markup language ― XML); 

• Messaging (SOAP, WS-Addressing, MTOM ( for Attachments)); 

• Reliable Messaging (WS-Reliable Messaging); 

• Managing workload (WS-Management); 

• Transaction-handling (WS-Coordination, WS-AtomicTransaction, WS-Business-
Activity); 

• Managing resources (WS-RF or Web services resource framework); 

• Establishing Security (WS-Security, WS-SecureConversation, WS-Trust, WS-
Federation, Web Services Security Kerberos Binding, ); 

• Handling metadata (WSDL, UDDI, WS-Policy) 

• Building and integrating Web services architecture over a grid (see OGSA); 

• Orchestration (standards used to abstract business processes from application 
logic and data sources and set up the rules that allow business processes to 
interact);  

• Overlaying business process flow (business process engineering language for 
Web services ― BPEL4WS); and, 

• Triggering process flow events (WS-Notification).  

These standards are groundbreaking because they represent the first time that business 
processes and physical IT resources can be linked to achieve process-oriented results (for 
instance, an item in inventory may need to be replenished ― WS-Notification can trigger 
information systems to take action to restock that item).   
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The Grid Standardization Roadmap 

Two years ago, when we issued our last grid report, grid security, naming, workload, and 
resource management standards were in their infancy.  And work was just beginning to 
implement Web services architecture over grids.  But since our last report was published, 
the roadmap for Web services/grid integration (along with business process integration 
and management) has become a lot clearer.   

In short, the work stated by the Global Grid Forum that is manifest in OGSA continues.  
Web services, XML, and other standards form the basic SOA infrastructure that can rely 
on a grid services layer for resource provisioning.  But what has been added to the picture 
has been much work in the area of orchestration (the overlaying of business process flow  
and workflows over a SOA that can make use of grid provisioning (see Figure 5).     

Figure 5 ― The Web Services/Grid Roadmap 

 

Courtesy: IBM Corporation ― February, 2004 

What Figure 5 illustrates is that Web services infrastructure and grid provisioning are on 
two paths that are starting to merge: 

• On the lower path grid standards have evolved for scheduling and information 
virtualization ― and now grids are moving to evolve formal standards for 
orchestration services (found in the WS-RF specification).  The next step will be to 
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overlay workload management standards on grids such that grids can provision 
workflows. 

• On the upper path Web services standards have evolved for Web services SOA 
management ― and now those standards are being overlaid on the grid 
reference architecture (OGSA). 

At some point in the future, Web services infrastructure ― complete with the ability to 
overlay business process flow/workflow ― will merge with the underlying grid provisioning 
layer ― resulting in the creation of composite applications (applications that can seek 
information and data and dynamically flow business processes across the SOA) that can 
run over a service grid. 

It should be noted that once a service-oriented architecture is in place, business process flow 
and IT services will work cooperatively ― leading to great increases in operational efficiency, 
providing new opportunities for growth, while potentially lowering computing costs. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter led with a discussion about grid and Web services standards organizations 
― and with a description of a very important architectural view of how grids and Web 
services are to interrelate (this view is called the Open Grid Services Architecture).   

When we issued our original grid report the Global Grid Forum’s Open Grid Services 
Architecture was more of a vision than a reality.  This vision called for grids to provide 
distributed resource and workload management services for Web services 
application/data environments.  Since then, a tremendous amount of work has taken place 
to integrate grid and Web services.  And, as a result, many standards are now in place or 
will be in place shortly that will mesh Web services and grid architectures and allow for the 
creation of a seamless, software-oriented architecture over which business processes can 
be deployed, monitored, and managed. 

Some of the most important evolving grid/Web services standards will be in the areas of 
workload management and orchestration/provisioning.  These standards will make it 
possible for business processes to exploit an underlying SOA that is based on Web 
services and grid architecture.  The standards to watch closely as SOA and BPM merge 
are WS-Notification, WS-Eventing, and the development of the WS-Resource Framework.  
When these standards mature, business process flow will become the primary drivers of 
business ― information systems will be devoted to serving business process flow. 
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What This Section Is About 

Part I examined key concepts and definitions related to grid computing.  Included in this 
section were discussions about grid types, grid deployment options, grid standards, as 
well as a projected grid evolution roadmap.  One of the key messages in Part I is that by 
combining SOA infrastructure with grid provisioning, IS buyers will be able to build 
information systems that can dynamically support business process flow. 

This section (Part II) describes the why building information systems that support business 
process flow is so important ― and then describes how to go about implementing a 
SOA/grid.   

What We Hope You’ll Learn 

In this section we hope that you will learn the following: 
 

1. Why enterprises should architect information systems that support business 
process flow; and, 

2. How to build a SOA/grid. 
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  Chapter 
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The Big Picture: Business Process Over a 
SOA/Grid 

In the late 1940s and through the 1950s, statistician W. Edwards Demings developed theories 
about quality management.  What his research found was that variations are frequently 
introduced during the manufacturing production process ― resulting in product quality errors, 
waste, inefficiency, and additional expense for corrective action.   Demings showed that, in 
order to create a quality product efficiently, the causes for variation needed to be identified and 
reduced or eradicated.  His work called for the creation of feedback loops where business 
managers could get access to operational data in order to find the causes of variation ― and 
then fix the subset of processes that led to the variations. 

Although Demings quality management work initially focused on manufacturing processes ― 
Demings’ research was extrapolated to enterprise processes (how businesses operate).  
Broadly stated: what Demings observed was that variations [such as changing customer 
requirements, exception handling, competitive pressure, laws, and other business situations] 
force enterprises to constantly change/adapt the way that business processes flow.  And these 
changes often caused inefficiencies that are manifested in lost time, lost productivity, and 
operational inefficiencies.   

IT Is No Longer the Primary Focal Point 

Although Demings made his observations regarding the effect of variations on process 
flow over fifty years ago, enterprises have not been in a position to truly address business 
process inefficiency until today.  Over the past few years a very subtle and very important 
shift has occurred in the IT industry.  For the first time in fifty-plus years, business 
executives and IS managers are able to architect standards-based information systems 
that can be completely subjugated to business process flow.  In other words, it is now 
possible to use information systems to automatically determine how a business process is 
flowing, how it should flow, and to support changes in business operations.  Information 
systems are becoming tools that serve business process flow ― not the other way 
around! 

The reason that this shift is “big news” is that for over one-half a century business 
managers have known that business process flow and operational efficiency are 
inextricably linked ― but business executives have lacked the tools and information 
needed to optimize business process flow.  Now, dozens of independent software vendors 
(ISVs) are building business process management and business activity management 
software that can make use of standardized information systems to dynamically adapt, 
modify, or change business process flow to meet in flux enterprise requirements.  Further, 
systems/services vendors such as IBM and Unisys are creating turnkey, process-driven 
solutions that enable enterprises to deploy proven process solutions ― making process 
change easier to accomplish. 
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What all of this means is that enterprises can now focus on creating efficiencies in how 
business flows within the enterprise ― or between an enterprise and its customers or business 
partners ― rather than focusing on trying to integrate information systems and infrastructure.  
By focusing on process flow efficiency, an enterprise can lower its operating costs, increase 
profitability, while becoming more responsive to changing market/competitive conditions. 

IT Progression 

When Demings first published his quality/variation findings enterprises lacked the tools 
needed to analyze business process flow, create new design models, and garner the 
information needed for reporting the effects of variations on business operational 
efficiency.  The only option that enterprises had in the 1940s and 1950s was to manually 
manage process flow variations (an option that was unattractive because there were few 
specialist capable of conducting such analysis ― and it would require additional “people” 
resources to gather information, identify variations, and make recommendations on a 
continual and ongoing basis). 

Automation 
In the 1960s, when commercial enterprises first started to adopt computer technology en 
masse, computers were used mostly to automate accounting functions.  The initial value 
that enterprises really saw in computers was to reduce operational costs related to human 
labor (salaries and benefits).  Armies of accountants that performed rote calculations and 
financial tasks were handed their walking papers ― “made redundant”.  Computers were 
usually justified on the basis of reducing headcount and on computational speed and 
accuracy ― not on the basis of improving individual productivity. 

This automation trend did not cease with the automation of financial systems.  It continued 
with “office automation” and the automation of sales, distribution, and manufacturing in the 
1970s and 80s.  Stovepiped, for-my-department-only computer systems were built to 
automate word processing and filing; to streamline manufacturing processes; to keep track 
of sales orders and compensation-related activities; to handle distribution logistics ― and 
so on.  But, although computers served as tools for reducing human capital costs while 
improving speed and accuracy ― enterprises could not get a holistic view of enterprise 
business flow because most of the information systems that the enterprise had created 
were unable to share data and interoperate.   

Standardization 
The late 1980s brought about a huge move to standardize and consolidate 
communications and networking, operating environments, databases, and other 
information systems components in order to allow disparate information systems to share 
vital corporate data. 

Standardization is a continuum.  Communications standardization continues to take place 
today ― with new wireless standards being released on a regular basis.  Operating 
system standardization continues today ― with Unix, Windows, and Linux dominating the 
operating environment world.  Infrastructure is standardizing around .NET and J2EE.  
Databases are consolidating around DB2, SQL Server, and Oracle. 
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Two of the biggest advances in standards over the past decade have been in the areas of data 
formatting (with XML), and in program-to-program communications (with Web services). 

Integration 
As standards were established for communications (the Internet, intranet, extranet), as 
operating environments standardized around Unix and Windows, and as middleware 
(program-to-program communications “glue”) standardized ― the business world 
prepared for an era of cross-platform, across business barriers application integration.  
Computer infrastructure had standardized to the point where applications could share data 
― thus finally enabling cross-enterprise application business process flow to take place 
(but performing this integration was complex and costly). 

In 1993, Michael Hammer and James A. Champy authored “Reengineering the 
Corporation” (Harper Business) ― a book that called for enterprises to rethink and 
redesign business processes to achieve “dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary 
measures of performance, such as cost, quality, service, and speed".  It was this kind of 
strategic thinking that lead business executives and information systems (IS) managers to 
rethink how computers could be used to streamline process flow to achieve organizational 
efficiency.  Trends such as enterprise resource planning (ERP), customer relationship 
management (CRM), and supply chain management (SCM) started to evolve ― focused 
around the core idea of streamlining process flow across an organization (or between an 
enterprise and its business partners) to achieve operational efficiencies and to improve 
productivity. 

BPM and BAM 
In 1995, enterprise business executives and strategic planners were greeted with 
groundbreaking research that proposed ways for enterprises to structure information 
systems such that enterprise performance and process flow could be evaluated and 
measured ― and such that reports could be generated that could help business 
managers ascertain the real-time health of their respective organizations.  Robert S. 
Kaplan and David Norton’s “The Balanced Scorecard: Translating Strategy Into Action” 
(Harvard Business School Press, 1996) showed enterprise business managers how 
information systems could be used to unite financial information, customer information, 
internal processes, and employee actions in order to gain a composite picture of how an 
enterprise is performing.  And by understanding the dynamics and interactions between 
financial systems, customer systems, internal process flow, and human behavior, the 
balanced scorecard approach offered the enterprise the chance to streamline process flow 
and improve operational efficiency. 

These authors (and others) encouraged business executives to put in place management 
and measurement systems to improve process flow.  And as executive management did 
so, the role of the computer shifted from an automation tool to that of a support tool used 
by the enterprise to gather, analyze, and process information.   In other words, the way 
that computers/information systems were to be used shifted to supporting business 
process flow ― computers became a tool used to supply information used for 
measurement and corrective action (harkening back to Deming original quality principle 
from the 1940s and 1950s).  

The combination of business process management and business activity 
monitoring/measurement systems with the use of standardized and interoperable 
information systems have finally enabled business executives to address the business 
process flow problem.  Figure 5 provides an overview of how information systems have 
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evolved ― and how they are now positioned to finally make business process integration 
and business process management (BPM) a reality.  Accordingly, it is now possible to 
address the business process flow control/feedback loop requirements identified by 
Demings over 50 years ago! 

Figure 5 ― The Four Phases of Computer Systems Evolution 
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(using connectors today)

Design,
Model,
Integrate,
Adapt,
Monitor,
Control

Source: Clabby Analytics ― February, 2004 

Chapter Summary 

Business executives have known for years that the key to efficient business operations is 
efficient business process flow.  Variances in process flow break down efficiency.  Hence, 
process flow needs to be continually monitored and adjusted to operate optimally. 

Some readers may remember that when computers were first introduced into the business 
world.  Computers were threatening to workers ― they represented a way for 
management to reduce people costs (salaries and benefits) by automating rote functions 
such as accounting.  But, thanks to computers, business executives were able to find 
ways to increase productivity and thus lower operating costs.  This automation trend 
continues today as software vendors constantly release software to automate office 
functions, financial functions, manufacturing functions, and the like.  And automation will 
continue to happen as long as computers can simplify workloads. 
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As enterprises learned to automate business systems, standardization became important.  
Different computers with different operating environments and different communications 
capabilities were unable to share information and data.  With the advent of the Internet 
and with the introduction of Unix, Windows, and Linux, and with the introduction of 
common infrastructure elements such as .NET and J2EE ― systems and software have 
been able to overcome basic communications and sharing issues.  

As systems and communications environments became capable of transparently sharing 
information and data, enterprises turned their attention to application and database 
integration.  The major obstacles to be overcome were in the areas of cross-platform 
program-to-program communications and in data formats.  Vendors created specialized 
connectors and adaptors to share information and data ― but these specialized 
connectors/adaptors are now giving way to Web services and XML standards. 

As a result of systems/subsystems standardization as well as standardization of data formats 
and program-to-program communications, IS buyers can now build a service-oriented 
architecture capable of dynamically supporting business process flow.  New business process 
management and business activity management software can now operate over this SOA ― 
finally making it possible for enterprises to correct business process inefficiencies (which 
ultimately results in increased productivity and lower operational costs).  
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Building a Service-oriented Architecture 
Enterprise computing is entering a new era where business process flow will become the 
primary driver of information systems.  In this new era, information systems will provide up-
to-the-minute real time information and data on a company’s health, as well as status 
information on the company’s customer and supply chain relationships.  Business 
executives will be able to view their organization’s activities as a series of “business 
process flows” that can be fine-tuned and adjusted on a dynamic basis to meet the 
changing needs of the business. 

What’s more, these business process flows and workflows will be capable of being 
automated, and of becoming “self-adjusting” (capable of implementing changes/-
modifications/adjustments/repairs) according to predetermined scripts or changing service 
levels. 

To build this new process-and-service-oriented environment changes need to take place in the 
way that information systems are architected.  Barriers such as proprietary program-to-program 
interfaces need to be eliminated ― as do proprietary data sharing formats and proprietary 
infrastructure.  Further, business process management systems and software needs to be 
introduced ― as well as provisioning/virtualization facilities. 

The Current SOA Situation ― A Layered Approach 

As described earlier, it is useful to think of a SOA/grid as a series of activities and layers 
(see Figure 1 in the Executive Summary).  For communications to take place in an SOA 
environment, communications must be enabled at the information sharing layer, the data 
sharing layer, the infrastructure layer, and the provisioning layer. 

This subsection examines obstacles that have, in the past, prevented cross-platform SOA 
architecture from working (requiring much effort on the part of vendors and IS 
management to build connectors and adaptors to make programs able to communicate 
with other programs).  It show how various new standards are helping to resolve 
communication issues between programs, data, and infrastructure (see Figure 6 – next 
page). 
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Figure 6 ― How Standards Have Advanced SOA Interoperability 
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Source: Clabby Analytics ― March, 2004 

The Information Sharing Layer 

The need to compute something always begins with a person or program asking for data 
or information.  In the past, different programs often used different programmatic 
interfaces ― preventing applications from being able to communicate with each other.  In 
many cases, special “connectors” or “adaptors” were devised in order to facilitate program-
to program communications between disparate application environments. 

But, with the introduction of standard program-to-program communications interfaces 
(Web services), disparate programs are now able to communicate more easily.  The Web 
services model enables programs to be “loosely coupled” (as opposed to “tightly coupled” 
― and this loose coupling enables programs to find “service” programs with which to work 
(rather than being tightly coupled to the same service program all of the time).  This loose 
coupling provides programs with a great deal of flexibility in the services can be obtained  
― while at the same time lowering application maintenance costs related to tightly coupled 
applications. 

This concept of program-to-program communications traveling through an infrastructure 
layer and over a network is illustrated in Figure 7.    Note on the right of each stack that 
tightly coupled programmatic interfaces and loosely coupled programmatic interfaces are 
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illustrated.  Web services standards combined with the ability to loosely couple 
applications goes a long way toward overcoming interoperability issues. 

Figure 7 ― Program-to-Program Information Sharing 
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The Data Sharing Layer 

As was the case at the information sharing layer, users of disparate data experienced data 
sharing problems.  Data in different formats needed to be represented in a common form 
before it could be analyzed.  To rectify this problem, enterprises created metadata 
directories that could be used to present a common image of data (but this approach was 
both complex and costly).  

Over the past several years the extensible markup language (XML) standard has been 
introduced as a means to standardize data representation.  A simple definition for XML is 
that XML makes it possible to format data such that different applications can read it.   A 
more detailed description would describe XML as a human and machine readable “meta-
language” that helps to describe content and data that is to be shared between 
applications.  XML provides a means to present data, syntax, schema, and semantics 
when sending a file – far more than its predecessor, HTML (hypertext markup language), 
a markup language that primarily allows for presentation-only of content and graphics.   

The Infrastructure Layer 

In the past, infrastructure (including operating environments and middleware) differed 
greatly by vendor.  Horizontal middleware such as security, mail and messaging, 
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collaboration, and workflow had difficulty traversing across disparate information systems 
environments ― as did vertical program-to-program communications.  If different vendors 
had different programmatic interfaces, or workflow procedures, or different mail and 
messaging systems, or different security ― then special software was needed to resolve 
the differences between the environments.  (Web services messaging, security, and other 
standards help resolve these differences). 

Figure 8 ― Horizontal/Vertical Infrastructure 
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The horizontal and vertical infrastructure software that is needed to build common security, 
mail, messaging, workflow, collaboration, program-to-program communications, and data 
sharing environments can be found in comprehensive infrastructure offerings by companies 
such as IBM (with WebSphere ― see Figure 9), Microsoft (with .NET ― see Figure 10), BEA 
(with WebLogic) and Sun (with ONE).  Web services and XML implementations are contained in 
the infrastructure offerings of these vendors. 
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Figure 9 ― IBM’s Comprehensive SOA Infrastructure 
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Figure 10 ― Microsoft’s Comprehensive SOA Infrastructure 
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The Provisioning Layer 

As discussed in Chapter 1, there are multiple ways to provision resources: nascent 
resources can be activated; existing resources can be dynamically reconfigured; grids can 
be used. 

In the past, in order to IS buyers would purchase “virtual machine” software from 
companies such as Connectix (now owned by Microsoft), IBM (with its “hypervisor”), and 
VMware (now owned by EMC) in order to virtualize local and remote compute and storage 
resources.  The Connectix product has been woven into other Microsoft “Virtual Server” 
product line; VMware will be available as part of EMC’s storage virtualization efforts.   

But IS buyers now have a different choice available ― they can use grid software to 
provision resources.  There are three approaches that prospective grid users can take to 
acquire grid provisioning software: 

• Approach #1 ― Download open source or developer downloads of Web services 
and grid software;  

• Approach #2 ― Purchase grid middleware from any of dozens of grid vendors; 
and/or 

• Approach #3 ― They can purchase turnkey grid solutions from complete, turnkey 
solution providers. 

These three approaches are explored in depth in the following chapter ― Chapter 6. 

Chapter Summary 

The role of information systems is changing.  Information infrastructure is now being 
redesigned ― service-oriented architectures are being created to serve business process 
flow.  By redesigning information infrastructure to support business process flow, 
enterprises will be able to achieve new efficiencies and open new business opportunities, 
while reducing operational costs.   

Building a SOA does not necessarily necessitate that existing information infrastructures 
be scrapped (existing investment in communications, networking, operating environments, 
platforms, applications and databases can be preserved).  But SOA does require:  

1. An information services layer such that applications be reoriented to request 
services from other applications (this can be accomplished by using Web services 
for program-to-program communications); 

2. A data services layer that provides a common data structure that can be used for 
sharing data (XML is that data structure); 

3. An infrastructure layer that consists of horizontal and vertical interfaces that allow 
for cross-platform program-to-program communications and data sharing 
(completely integrated .NET and J2EE infrastructures accomplish this purpose); 
and, 

4. A provisioning layer that can find computing resources when needed to execute 
requests.  
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  Chapter 
6  

Building a Grid 
How does an enterprise go about building a SOA/grid? 

This chapter describes the three approaches that can be used to acquire grid software ― 
and it provides background information on how grid software is packaged (it is necessary 
to understand this information in order to understand the comparative differences between 
grid ISVs and OEMs). 

Approaches for Building an SOA/Grid Environment 

At the risk of oversimplifying, enterprises can take three approaches to building a service-
oriented architecture.  IS buyers can: 

1. Assemble and integrate various SOA components on an ala carte basis.  The 
software components needed to build-you-own SOA are available in open source 
form on the Internet ― or as free developer downloads from various vendors; 

2. Purchase integrated grid/Web services products from vendors such as AVAKI, 
DataSynapse, Platform, United Devices, and the like.  (Note: IS buyers may have 
to “gridize” applications to run on the SOA if their application supplier has not yet 
Web services/grid enabled the desired application); or, 

3. Purchase complete turnkey solutions that include Web services, grid middleware, 
application solutions, and business process management software ― as well as 
professional design, deployment, and management services. 

Building Your Own Grid 

When building a grid, systems architects need to consider: 

• Application design ― in order to exploit grids some applications need to be 
structured to operate in a parallel fashion (where various application elements are 
processed simultaneously across multiple systems and then reassembled to 
provide a final result); 

• How distributed resources will be managed (including resource acquisition, 
security, and the like across multiple and often heterogeneous systems); 

• Program-to-program communications; and,  

• Data synchronization. 

Various shareware, freeware, and point products are available from a variety of sources 
that can help IS users construct their own grids.   
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Where to Find SOA Components 

Prospective grid users can: 

• Approach #1 ― Download open source or developer downloads of Web services 
and grid software;  

• Approach #2 ― Purchase grid middleware from any of dozens of grid vendors; 
and/or 

• Approach #3 ― Purchase turnkey grid solutions from complete, turnkey solution 
providers such as systems integrators or OEMs. 

Approach #1 ― The Open Source Approach and Free Downloads 

For IS buyers interested in taking a do-it-yourself approach to building grids and grid 
applications, there are several free grid downloads that can be found at http://www.grids-
center.org/downloads/down_Home.asp as well as numerous grid components that are 
made available from the open source community.  

• The open source software most used for building grids is the Globus Toolkit 
which is currently in its third revision (called the GT3).  This toolkit provides an 
open source implementation of Open Grid Services Infrastructure (OGSI ― the 
implementation of the OGSA vision) ― including grid security, remote job 
submission and control, secure data transfer, and interfaces to metadata 
directories.   

• Another source for grid open source software is the OSCAR toolkit (that can be 
found at www.SourceForge.net).  This toolkit is the product of the OSCAR 
working group (OSCAR is a consortium of commercial, academic, and research 
organizations) ― and is used to build, configure and manage high performance 
computing grid clusters.  OSCAR is in its third revision and has over 100,000 
downloads to its credit at present. 

There are also several open sources from which Web services development 
environments can be obtained.  They include: 

• The Apache Software Foundation’s SOAP and XML implementations ― including 
Apache SOAP, Apache Axis, Apache XML-RPC; 

• gSOAP Toolkit ― The gSOAP toolkit is a cross-platform development 
environment for C and C++ SOAP and XML Web services environments.   

• The Lucin Soap Toolset ― The Lucin soap toolset is a developers toolset for 
Microsoft Windows environments. 

There are dozens of other like tools for XML, WSDL, and UDDI environments that are also 
available on an open source basis. 

Developer Downloads 
For a variety of reasons, major systems and software vendors want the IS buyers to adopt 
and build service-oriented architectures.  In some cases these vendors want to drive 
systems or services revenues; in other cases to generate sales of other software products.  
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And because vendors such as BEA, IBM, Microsoft, and Sun want Web services to be 
widely used ― they have each made integrated Web services development environments 
available as free downloads to the developer community. 

The most popular integrated development environment downloads for Web services 
include: 

• IBM’s WebSphere Software Developer Kit for Web Services ― WSDK is an 
integrated development kit for creating, discovering, invoking, and testing Web 
services.  It is primarily designed to address the needs of Java programmers who 
want to learn how to build Web services using existing Java components.  IBM’s 
WSDK supports WS-Security, SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI.   

• Microsoft’s Visual Studio .NET 2003 ― Visual Studio.NET is a comprehensive, 
multi-language development environment that enables developers to build and 
integrate XML Web services and applications.   

• Sun Microsystem’s Java Web Services Developer Pack ― Java WSDP is a free 
integrated toolkit that allows Java developers to build and test XML applications, 
Web services, and Web applications.     

There are dozens of other Web services development environments (albeit perhaps not 
as comprehensive as these offerings) available from a variety of other sources. 

Approach #2 ― The Grid ISV Software Route 

There are dozens of grid ISVs that have built, assembled, and integrated the resource 
managers, middleware, and data synchronization components described above.   

These grid vendors package grid solutions that provide integrated grid development tools, 
grid management capabilities, grid middleware, and grid data synchronization facilities. 
Some of these grid software companies include: AVAKI, DataSynapse, Entropia, Platform, 
and United Devices. 

A close look at grid ISV products shows that: 

1. Many grid vendors provide development tools that allow applications to be 
parallelized such that those applications can run on multiple systems 
simultaneously (note: not all applications need to be structured in this manner); 

2. All grid vendors provide grid management and control software that can manage 
networked resources (this software is called  “distributed resource management” 
(or “DRM); 

3. Most grid vendors are using or are planning to use Web services middleware to 
allow for program-to-program communications across a grid; and, 

4. Several grid vendors provide a data access layer that allows for data 
synchronization (the synchronizing of data from multiple disparate sources such 
that data mining and decision support activities can take place on a consistent 
database).   

The software offerings of a typical grid ISV are illustrated in the shaded area of Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 ― What ISV Grid Software Usually Provides 
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Approach #3 ― Turnkey Solutions 

The ISV grid software described in the previous subsection can be used to deploy a grid to 
address a specific application need within a department, or to solve broader provisioning 
problems across an enterprise.  And an enterprise need not build a sophisticated SOA in 
order to deploy such a grid.   

But, should an enterprise wish to use grid technology to solve provisioning problems while 
also serving as the basis for orchestrating business process flows, additional software is 
required. 

At Clabby Analytics, we call a grid environment that provisions computing resources to service 
business process flow a “turnkey” grid solutions environment. 

Turnkey grid solutions environments consist of hardware, an operating environment, grid 
middleware, a grid application, orchestration software (usually contained within business 
process management software), a complete systems/network/application/database 
management system ― and related services.  These turnkey grid environments often aim 
at solving business process flow problems for specific industries (such as claims 
processing for the insurance industry). 
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Figure 12 ― The Elements Used to Construct a Turnkey Grid Solution 
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One vendor (IBM) has been particularly aggressive in the grid marketplace and has 
partnered with application solutions providers and grid software makers to provide 
complete, turnkey grid solutions targeted at specific vertical industries.  IBM provides grid 
design services, application/grid integration, management and middleware software, and 
professional services ― which, when linked with application and grid 
management/middleware/data services constitute a turnkey grid solution.  Figure 12 
illustrates the elements that are used to build a complete grid turnkey solution. 

Note that IBM is now packaging very specific solutions that not only improve IT asset 
utilization but also streamline business process flow.  Clabby Analytics expects that other 
grid vendors such as Dell, Hewlett-Packard, and other OEMs  to follow IBM’s example 
over time. 

Chapter Summary 

There are three approaches that IS buyers can take to acquire grid products and 
solutions: 
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• A do-it-yourself approach that involves acquiring Web services and grid utilities 
and tools on the open market (via open source or free developer downloads); 

• Purchase a grid environment from a grid-specific vendor.  These vendors usually 
provide an integrated resource and workload management/provisioning/-
virtualization/naming/security environments as well as an application develop-
ment environment (for building grid applications).  The level of Web services 
integration varies widely by vendor; or, 

• Purchase complete turnkey solutions that include Web services, grid middleware, 
application solutions, and business process management software ― as well as 
professional design, deployment, and management services. 

For do-it-yourselfers, the most popular grid toolkit is provided on an open source basis by 
Globus (it’s called the Globus Toolkit 3 or GT3).  The most popular way to obtain Web 
services development tools and utilities is to download a completely integrated Web 
services “integrated development environment” (IDE) from IBM (WebSphere Software 
Development Kit ― WSDK); from Microsoft (Visual Studio.NET); or from Sun 
Microsystems (Java Web Services Developer Pack ― Java WSDP). 

For IS buyers who prefer desire an integrated gird environment upon which to deploy 
applications, there are dozens of vendors that can supply grid resource/workload 
management solutions complete with application development environments to help 
developers “gridize” applications.  These grid middleware suppliers include AVAKI, 
DataSynapse, Platform, United Devices and many others. 

For IS buyers looking for complete, turnkey solutions that exploit grid architecture ― only 
one vendor is providing such solutions (IBM).  IBM can provide the hardware, 
development environment, and professional services needed to deploy grid solutions.  
The company has structured relationships with grid middleware suppliers and grid 
application providers and can integrate hardware, software, and services into one 
straightforward grid solution.  None of IBM’s major grid competitors (Dell, HP, and Sun) 
have figured out how to package grid solutions as effectively as IBM. 
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What This Section Is About 

Much of this report has focused on the role of grids in a service-oriented architecture.  
(Grids are primarily used to provide access to distributed resources on an internal or 
external network; Web services and XML are used to provide interfaces to programs and 
data across the network.  Once an SOA is in place, flowing business processes across an 
enterprise or between an enterprise and its customers/supply chain partners can be 
greatly simplified). 

Given that there are dozens of grid vendors, the key question for IS buyers interested in 
using a grid approach becomes: “which grid vendor/approach is best for my organization?”   

Part III attempts to answer this question by describing the product and service offerings of 
multiple grid vendors. 

What We Hope You’ll Learn 

Part III provides information that can help IS buyers determine the selection criteria to use 
when choosing a grid vendor ― and it describes the grid offerings of ten grid vendors.  In 
this section we hope you’ll learn the following: 

1. How to differentiate grid offerings (what selection criteria to use); and, 

2. What product and services are offered by various grid vendors. 
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  Chapter 
7  

Vendor Evaluation Criteria 
Chapters 5 and 6 described how to build a service-oriented architecture and how to build a 
grid.  But not all readers of this report need necessarily build a SOA in order to reap the 
benefits of grid architecture.  Simple compute, data, and collaborative grids can be built 
without Web services and XML, and without .NET or J2EE infrastructure. 

So, the first question that IS buyers need to ask is “what are the enterprise requirements?”  
If your organization is looking for a capture and provision unused computing power to run 
computations or analysis ― grid freeware/shareware toolkits may be all that is required in 
order to build the appropriate grid.  However, if your organization is looking to increase 
overall productivity and improve resource utilization ― then grid products from ISVs and/or 
OEMs may be more appropriate.  

• If your enterprise’s requirements simply call for the creation of a computational, 
data, or collaborative grid ― and your enterprise prefers to build the grid itself, it 
has several options for acquiring grid software.  Open source grid code is 
available in the form of the Globus toolkit (called the GT3).  Additionally, the 
OSCAR toolkit and other grid open source products can be found on open source 
sites such as SourceForge.net.   

• If your enterprise wants to build a complete “business process flow/SOA/grid” ― 
then this chapter will help articulate the evaluation criteria for more complex grid-
enabled environments.   

Further, do-it-yourselfers can turn to grid suppliers like AVAKI, DataSynapse, Platform, 
and United Devices for grid middleware and infrastructure ― and then proceed to 
implement a Web services/XML layer on top of that infrastructure. 

Evaluating Business Process/SOA/Grid Vendors 

There are a set of characteristics that all major grid vendors have in common.  Their 
products all focus on: 

• Provisioning (providing robust “middleware” that access to distributed resources); 

• Virtualization (making distributed resources available); 

• Security (providing access rights to data only by authorized users); 

• Resiliency (ensuring that resources can be found should a failure occur); and, 

• Information integration (using XML and other approaches). 
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Yet, despite these similarities, there are significant differences to be found in the breadth-
and-depth of the grid products and services offered by these vendors.  A closer look 
shows that grid vendors can be easily differentiated by: 

• Commitment to Standards ― At a minimum the vendor being evaluated must 
include a development toolkit that enables IS buyers to build business process 
flow applications on a Web services-based SOA.  Further, to build the 
provisioning layer, the vendor being evaluated should be measured on 
commitment to, and implementation of GGF standards. 

• Industry Specialty ― The industry focus of the grid vendor (some vendors have 
generalized offerings; others focus on certain types of grids for specific vertical 
industries); 

• Partnerships ― The partnerships the grid vendor has established (some grid 
vendors have only a few application and/or service partners, while others have 
qualified applications and services available to serve multiple industries); 

• Revenue Model ― The breadth of service offerings (some grid vendors focus on 
professional design, deployment, and management services as a main source of 
revenue; others “farm-out” services and focus specifically on building grid 
software and solutions);  

• Maturity of Web Services, XML, and Grid Standards Implementations ― most 
grid vendors are committed to OGSA standards, but a few have rudimentary 
implementations of Web services and XML components; 

• Reporting Capabilities ― With respect to data grids, the reporting capabilities 
contained in respective grid product lines are an important consideration (some 
grid vendors offer little in the way of analysis tools ― others provide a rich suite of 
decision support tools as an integral part of their product offering); and, 

• Readiness to Support Business Process Integration and Management ― The 
level of commitment to attacking business process integration and management 
issues (some grid vendors are not focused on serving business process flow, 
while others provide hardware, software, and services offerings designed 
specifically to attack business process flow problems. 

Integrated Grid/Web Services Products 

There are dozens of vendors that build grid middleware products (products that sit on top 
of a given operating environment or that can run on multiple operating environments).  
These vendors provide resource virtualization, provisioning, and security, and workload 
management services for grids ― and in most cases offer application development 
frameworks that help customers develop or redevelop applications for deployment on grid 
architecture.  Some of these vendors include AVAKI, DataSynapse, Entropia, Parabon, 
Platform, and United Devices. 

All of these vendors know that the future of grids will combine Web services and grid 
architecture ― and each of these vendors have varying levels of Web services support 
integrated into their respective products.   
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Complete Turnkey Solutions 

There is only one vendor at present that fits into this category ― and that is IBM.  IBM has 
figured out how to package complete grid solutions aimed at problems that can be 
attacked by grids in specific industry segments.  IBM’s grid solutions incorporate 
hardware, software, grid middleware (usually from one or more of the vendors described 
in the previous subsection), industry-specific applications, as well as professional services.  
IBM’s chief competitors in the grid marketplace (Dell, Hewlett-Packard, and Sun) have not 
yet reached this level of sophistication in terms of packaging in terms of professional 
services (although each of these vendors has also structured relationships with several of 
the abovementioned grid suppliers as well as grid application suppliers). 

Other Considerations 

The state of a particular grid vendor’s product and services offering need also be weighed 
against the willingness of an enterprise to design, deploy, and manage its own grid 
infrastructure.  Some enterprises prefer direct IS involvement and control of their entire 
information systems architecture.  For these enterprises, grid suppliers that offer limited 
grid design, deployment, and management services may represent the optimal choice.  
Still, other enterprises may prefer to use external resources provided by a specialized 
professional services organization that has the industry experience and the technology 
expertise to provide outsourced business process management. 

Clabby Analytics separates these enterprise profiles into two main categories (although 
we readily acknowledge that hybrid situations do occur): 

1. Do-it-yourselfers (enterprises that want the basic tools and are willing to perform 
the integration of grids, Web services and other infrastructure components in 
order to create a new SOA); and, 

2. Willing-to-use-external-resources (enterprises that are willing to use external 
professional services suppliers to help architect their respective service-oriented 
architecture ― including enterprises that are willing to outsource entire business 
processes to qualified grid solution vendors). 

Do-it-yourselfers 

Do-it-yourselfers have several options for acquiring grid software.  Open source grid code 
is available in the form of the Globus toolkit (called the GT3).  Additionally, the OSCAR 
toolkit and other grid open source products can be found on open source sites such as 
SourceForge.net.  Further, do-it-yourselfers can turn to grid suppliers like AVAKI, 
DataSynapse, Platform, and United Devices for grid middleware and infrastructure ― and 
then proceed to implement a Web services/XML layer on top of that infrastructure. 

Users of External Resources 

Enterprises willing-to-use-external-resources will find several grid vendors who are willing 
to provide professional services ― but they will also find few that can offer turnkey 
solutions that include assistance in building an SOA as well as overlaying business 
process solutions on that SOA. 
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Grid vendor evaluation criteria should include an assessment of the enterprise’s willingness to 
build its own SOA, or its willingness to use external resources to help design, deploy, and 
perhaps manage 9in an outsourced mode) a new enterprise SOA.   The enterprises willingness 
to build its own SOA dictates certain grid products or partners; and enterprises willingness to 
use external professional services expertise and services (such as outsourcing) dictates 
another set of grid products and partners. 

Chapter Summary 

Just like no two enterprise information systems are exactly alike ― no two grid vendors 
are exactly alike.  Some grid vendors build generalized products that can be tailored to 
serve multiple vertical industries; others build specialized grid products targeted at specific 
industries and markets.  Some grid vendors focus on building grid “middleware”; others 
focus on providing complete vertical solutions (hardware, software, and services).  Some 
vendor’s package solutions that can be deployed ala carte; other vendor’s packaging is all 
inclusive. 

Given this range of different approaches to focus markets, product intent and use, and 
level of services provided, IS buyers need to focus on what problem they are seeking to 
solve ― and then focus on the vendor’s suitability to solve that problem.  If the enterprise 
is looking to solve a point problem for a given department, then almost any grid vendor 
can solve that problem.  If the enterprise is looking to build an information systems 
infrastructure that enables that enterprise to streamline business process flow, then only a 
few grid vendors can provide the support needed to architect such a solution. 

Enterprises also need to perform a self-assessment with regard to how they will approach 
building an SOA.  Many enterprises will use internal resources who will design the 
configuration and control the deployment of a service-oriented architecture.  Others will be 
willing to farm-out the design, deployment, and management of such an architecture.  The 
enterprise’s level of commitment to building an SOA, and the enterprise’s bias toward the 
use of internal/external resources, also play an important role in selecting the best grid 
vendor or solutions provider to meet the enterprise’s information systems goals and 
objectives. 
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  Chapter 
8  

Vendor Comparisons 
In the long term, the primary goal of an enterprise should be to find a way to exploit 
information systems and infrastructure to streamline business process flow.  If this can be 
achieved, the enterprise will be able to run more efficiently, more rapidly respond to 
changing business conditions, reduce risks, lower IT costs, and open-up new business 
opportunities (leading to increased profitability).  The way to subjugate information 
systems to business process flow is to build an SOA. 

If the primary goal of an enterprise is to find a way to build a service-oriented architecture that 
facilitates business process integration and management, then the primary evaluation criteria 
for choosing a grid vendor should be based on how well that grid vendor can help an 
organization reach its SOA design goal. 

This chapter provides an overview of the comparative similarities and dissimilarities of the 
various grid vendor product and services offerings.  It is meant to help IS buyers build their 
own list of selection criteria based upon: 

• Market positioning; 

• Product offerings; 

• Service offerings 

• Partner relationships; and, 

• Customer references. 

Vendors ― A Partial Listing 

There are dozens of grid vendors that can be evaluated using the above mentioned 
criteria.  These vendors include: 

• Axceleon (grid middleware); 

• Akamai (a utility grid supplier);  

• AVAKI (information grid, grid middleware & development environment); 

• CapCal (grid middleware); 
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• Centrata (grid middleware); 

• DataSynapse (data grid, grid middleware and development environment); 

• Distributed Science (grid middleware);  

• Dell (grid OEM); 

• Egenera (OEM, grid middleware); 

• Elepar  (grid middleware); 

• Entropia.com (grid middleware); 

• Force10 Networks (grid middleware); 

• GridFrastructure (grid middleware); 

• GridSystems (grid middleware); 

• Groove Networks (grid middleware); 

• Hewlett Packard (grid OEM); 

• IBM (grid OEM and services); 

• Inkra Networks (grid middleware); 

• Jivalti  (grid middleware); 

• Mithral (grid middleware); 

• Mind Electric (grid middleware); 

• Mojo Nation (grid middleware); 

• Noemix, Inc. (grid middleware); 

• Oracle (grid middleware/data layer); 

• Parabon (grid middleware); 

• Platform (grid middleware); 

• Popular Power (grid middleware); 

• Powerllel (grid middleware); 

• ProcessTree (grid middleware); 

• Silicon Graphics Inc (SGI) (grid OEM); 

• Sun (grid OEM); 
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• Sysnet Solutions  (grid middleware); 

• Topspin Communications (grid middleware); 

• Tsunami Research (grid middleware); 

• Ubero (grid middleware); and, 

• United Devices (grid middleware). 

Clabby Analytics has chosen a few examples from each category (grid middleware 
provider and grid OEM).  Specifically, we provide evaluations of AVAKI, DataSynapse, 
Dell, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Platform Computing, and United Devices. 

Note: we had desired to include newcomer Oracle in this report ― but Oracle declined to be 
interviewed. 
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AVAKI 

Much has changed at Avaki since our last report two years ago: 

• Rather than positioning itself as a “data grid company”, Avaki now describes itself 
as “a leading provider of enterprise information integration (EII) software” (Avaki 
has chosen to emphasize the company’s ability to provision, access, and 
integrate distributed structured and unstructured data); 

• Avaki has added Hewlett-Packard to its list of technology business partners (Sun 
and IBM are also Avaki partners); and, 

• Avaki has Web services-enabled its product line.  

Avaki has refined its focus; expanded its partner relationships; and added new technologies.  
The company is now positioned to help its customers build SOA/grid infrastructure ― with a 
strong predilection toward enterprise information integration and reporting. 

Market Position 

Enterprise information integration is all about providing access to disparate data sources 
on an enterprise scale.  EEI software provides an enterprise with a single approach for 
organizing data such that it can be accessed in a uniform manner in order to generate 
real-time, up-to-the-minute information and reports. 

“With an EII approach, organizations do not need to create data warehouses or managed 
replicas. Instead, users and applications access data from the source, mediated by the EII 
software”.                                                                                                          Source: Avaki Corporation 

There are dozens upon dozens of companies that offer EII solutions, including well-known 
and virtually-unheard-of companies such as BEA Systems, Callixa, Composite Software, 
Full Degree, IBM,  iWay, IPEDO, Microsoft, MetaMatrix, Sagent, SchemaLogic, Tibco, and 
TigerLogic.  

What makes Avaki different from this pack is the company’s emphasis on provisioning.  
Many other vendors provide access to data and enable enterprises to integrate disparate 
databases ― but not all of these companies do so using grid architecture to provision 
resources when needed.  Further, other EII solutions often require labor-intensive 
modeling efforts, the use of connectors or adapters to bridge data between disparate 
databases, and changes to applications in order to exploit newly-rationalized databases.  
Avaki’s data grid uses Web services for program-to-program communications, XML to 
resolve data formats, J2EE infrastructure, and grid provisioning software based on the 
OGSA specification to provide a SOA architecture that makes use of an underlying grid for 
compute and storage resources for information systems users and applications. 
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Products 

The reason that Avaki’s data grid approach is such an important differentiator is because 
grid technology makes it possible to provision resources within an enterprise (or from 
external sources) without disrupting local resources and without administrative 
management.  Avaki’s “Data Grid” software can automatically provision compute and 
storage resources that can be used to integrate data from multiple, heterogeneous, 
distributed data sources.  The way that Data Grid works is that it creates a single “virtual 
data source” that applications can access.  This data source front-ends multiple, disparate 
databases located throughout an enterprise, and is used to retrieve and present data from 
those distributed databases to applications and users who require that data.  

Data Grid is used to create “a data service layer that provides access to multiple data sources.  
This service layer sits between any number of applications and any number of data sources. 
For applications, this service layer becomes one virtual data source, with access to data via 
Web Services (SOAP), ODBC, JDBC, or standard file I/O—there are no new APIs to learn. Data—
raw, transformed, or integrated—is delivered efficiently to consuming applications, even over a 
wide area.  Avaki isolates data integration logic from applications to promote reuse and 
streamline application development and maintenance. Because data is coming from original 
sources, there is no need for costly data marts or replicas. And because data access is as 
simple as a catalog lookup, there is no need to code for connections to individual data 
sources”.  (Source: Avaki Corporation). 

Because Avaki’s Data Grid makes use of Web Services for program-to-program 
communications, developers and architects need not specify the data’s physical location 
(see the discussion about tightly coupled and loosely coupled applications in “The 
Information Sharing Layer” subsection of Chapter 5 for further details on how this works), 
they do not need to code for specific data source security, and they do not need to be 
concerned with individual drivers for different data sources.  Avaki’s Data Grid enables 
applications to make calls to data catalog entries by name using Web Services (SOAP) 
interfaces, or the ODBC interface, or JDBC interfaces, or even standard file I/O.   

Avaki’s Data Integration Framework 

In order to simply application and data integration, Avaki has created an “Enterprise Data 
Integration Framework” (see Figure 13).   This framework allows Avaki customers to use 
third-party data integration tools, surrounded by a unified data provisioning and access 
layer to control data integration efforts.  This Enterprise Data Integration Framework also 
enables enterprises to leverage already-existing investments in tools for Extract, 
Transform, and Load (ETL), for data cleansing, as well as tools for reporting and business 
intelligence. 

Again, what makes this framework different from those of other EII suppliers is that Avaki has 
built its framework on grid provisioning architecture. 
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Figure 13 ― Avaki’s Data Integration Framework 

 

Source: Avaki Corporation ― April, 2004 

Partnerships 

OEMs Hewlett-Packard, IBM, and Sun Microsystems have each established joint 
marketing agreements with ISV Avaki.  These relationships are important for three 
reasons:  

1. These OEMs need AVAKI’s software to help build heterogeneous SOA/grid 
environments (Avaki has special strength in naming functionality for enterprise 
and global grid environments);  
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2. Avaki benefits from their partner’s “feet-on-the-street” (missionary, direct sales 
using HP, IBM, and Sun sales teams); and, 

3. These relationships provide AVAKI with professional services support (especially 
from IBM’s Global Services organization). 

Reference Customers 

No customer references were available on Avaki’s Web site. 

Professional Services 

As is the case with many EII and grid ISVs, Avaki has a small professional services 
organization.  Accordingly, to help customers design and deploy large grid-based 
information systems environments, Avaki has partnered with three of the world’s largest 
OEMs: Hewlett-Packard, IBM, and Sun.  These companies have made major 
commitments to the creation of SOA/grids ― and make use of Avaki software for data 
provisioning, Web services, and grid middleware.  And both IBM and HP have large 
professional services organizations that are used to supplement Avaki’s services 
organization and help design, deploy, and manage grid environments.  
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DataSynapse 

When we last reviewed DataSynapse (“The Grid Report” ― 2002), we observed that 
DataSynapse: 

• “Strongly focused on building grid solutions for data-intensive applications in the 
financial services, energy, government and industrial market sectors”;   

• “Heavily emphasizes its ability to integrate existing applications with its underlying 
compute grid architecture”; 

• Needed to “grow the number of its 3rd party vendor relationships” in order to 
expand its application base and expand its professional services offerings; and 
that it 

• Needed to “grow the size of its direct sales force, or start making use of other 
vendor’s “feet-on-the-street” if it was to succeed against larger grid competitors 
and grid upstarts. 

Since our last review DataSynapse has: 

• Significantly improved its application services framework and underlying grid 
provisioning architecture;  

• Greatly expanded its customer reference base; 

• Added “domain experts” from specific industries who understand the computing 
needs of enterprises in DataSynapse’s target vertical markets ― and who are 
able to design grid solutions to meet those needs; 

• Grown its independent software vendor (ISV) and professional services 
relationships;  

• Extended its focus beyond targeting data-intensive applications (it now targets 
compute- and volume-intensive applications); and has 

• Tripled its revenue growth yearly (even in a “down” market). 

In short, since our last review, DataSynapse has solidified its position as a premier supplier of 
application integration products and services for grid environments.  Proof of this point can be 
found in the number of vendors who have now structured strategic partner relationships with 
DataSynapse ― as well as in the number of new customers who are willing to act as references 
for DataSynapse and its GridServer product set.  These vendors and customers are profiled in 
greater depth later in this report. 

Market Positioning 

DataSynapse is more than a “grid middleware” software provider.  The company provides 
a complete application integration framework, an applications services management 
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environment, lights-out operations management facilities ― all of which run over a grid 
resource management (provisioning) environment. 

The combination of these integration, management, and provisioning facilities (manifest in 
the company’s GridServer offering) enable DataSynapse customers to build information 
processing environments that exploit grid computing standards to provide: 

• High performance applications/data processing (DataSynapse customers are 
seeing jobs that used to take multiple hours or days reduced to just minutes of 
processing); 

• Resilience (DataSynapse’s Grid Server environment provides “guaranteed 
application execution”); 

• Better resource utilization (resulting in radical decreases in the cost of computing); 

• Substantially improves Quality-of-Service (QoS);  

• Real-time, as-needed processing (GridServer’s resource manager provides on-
demand resource provisioning); and, 

• Self-healing, self-management services for heterogeneous, multi-vendor 
environments. 

DataSynapse is positioned as an application-centric, standards-based provider of application 
integration services and rich management services over a grid provisioning architecture.  The 
company helps its customers improve applications performance (enabling those customers to 
open new business opportunities); improve systems resiliency (with guaranteed application 
execution); improve resource utilization and QoS; build real-time, on demand service-oriented 
architecture (SOA) grids; while providing a self-healing/management environment that lowers 
management/operational costs. 

Application-centric Approach 

DataSynapse starts each customer engagement with an application-centric approach.  
First, the company’s GridServer product has been designed with an application integration 
framework (see “Product Offerings” section for more details).  Second, the company uses 
a sophisticated analysis tools to examine how an application is written, how it utilizes 
underlying computing resources, and then extrapolates how an enterprise might benefit 
from the deployment of a grid provisioning layer.  The company then provides the 
necessary guidance to help customers and prospects decide which applications will offer 
the most payback when grid-enabled.   

Advanced Manageability 

From an administrative point-of-view, GridServer operates in a low-touch, “lights-out” 
maintenance mode.  Administrators do not need to find resources and schedule jobs ― 
GridServer automatically finds the resources needed to execute application requests.  And 
if administrators wish to add or remove computers to/from a grid, this can be done while 
processing is taking place ― without any interruption in service. 
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Resource Provisioning 

Like other grid software vendors, Data Synapse provides standards-based distributed 
resource management of nodes in an underlying grid.  This includes the management of 
computers, storage devices, and memory.  However, some grid vendors focus on 
resource provisioning only ― and that means that their products are designed primarily to 
manage workload over distributed systems.  DataSynapse’s manageability focus goes far 
beyond workload management ― it provides guaranteed execution at the application 
level, and self-management and auto-recovery at the platform level. 

DataSynapse’s GridServer provides dynamic job scheduling, and runs sophisticated 
algorithms that can match computing supply to demand.  It provides a self-adjusting 
mechanism that adapts automatically to variations in workload or resource availability. 

Competitive Positioning 

There are dozens-upon-dozens of vendors that offer grid products and services including 
Axceleon, AVAKI, CapCal, Centrata, Elepar, Entropia, Force10 Networks, 
GridFrastructure, GridSystems, Groove Networks, Inkra Networks, the Mind Electric, 
Mithral, Mojo Nation, Noemix, Oracle, Parabon, Platform, Powerllel, Sysnet Solutions, 
Tsunami Research, and United Devices.  Some of these grid vendors simply offer grid 
provisioning solutions.  They provide IS buyers with a  means to virtualize underlying and 
underutilized compute and storage resources.  And for some enterprises, this type of 
limited grid provisioning solution is just fine. 

But other enterprises desire to build an information infrastructure that allows programs to 
communicate with other programs transparently, and that allows disparate data to be 
shared readily ― while also giving these applications and databases access to a grid 
provisioning layer.  It is for this type of enterprise that DataSynapse infrastructure and grid 
products are meant. 

When compared to these vendors, DataSynapse stands out in: 

• The richness of its application integration framework;  

• Its application-centric approach (as opposed to dedicated, resource-centric 
approaches); 

• Stateful execution of applications (GridServer can follow an application execution 
trail and roll-back, reconstruct, and/or reinitiate applications should a failure 
occur); 

• Its use of Web services (to create an on-demand service-oriented 
architecture/grid infrastructure); and,  

• Its application framework/grid provisioning design (its GridServer design 
virtualizes the application layer as well as the underlying virtualized resource 
layer). 

Product Offerings 

The flagship of DataSynapse’s product line is it GridServer product offering.  It provides 
the infrastructure for program-to-program communications that includes support for full-
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featured scripting languages, Java, C++, .NET/C#, COM or pure XML/SOAP (Web 
services protocols).  GridServer Manager links this infrastructure to the underlying grid 
provisioning layer ― hiding the complexity of code distribution, scheduling and fault-
tolerance behind a simple, intuitive interface.  

What makes GridServer special is its dual-virtualization design (illustrated in Figure 1). 

Figure 14 ― DataSynapse’s Dual-Virtualization Design 

 

Source: DataSynapse ― April, 2004 

As Figure 14 illustrates, at the top of the stack GridServer provides a virtual interface to 
application-/management/resource services (in the middle of the stack).  Those services 
use grid standards for managing distributed resources and for acquiring virtualized grid 
provisioning services (found at the bottom of the stack).  This design enables applications 
to be linked easily to services in the middle of the stack which can then automatically 
obtain grid provisioning services. 

A Closer Look at Application Integration 

To provide application services, GridServer support numerous approaches and application 
program interfaces (APIs) that allow 3rd party, legacy custom applications, and new Web 
services applications to exploit underlying grid resources: 

1. Batch scripting environments can be directly linked to the underlying grid resource 
management layer and require no programming changes; 

2. Simple mappings enable high-level APIs to be linked to the grid provisioning layer 
without having to do major code rewrites or having to perform long integration 
efforts;  

3. A service-based programmatic interface exposed through SOAP and XML 
enables loosely coupled Web services applications to be easily linked to 
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application and management services which can then exploit underlying grid 
architecture; and,  

4. Prepackaged interfaces for specific vertical market ISV and hardware solutions 
can be used to link custom and/or packaged applications with the grid services 
layer.  

Depending on how an application is structured and what a given enterprise’s information 
infrastructure looks like, DataSynapse can use a variety of programmatic interfaces to 
integrate custom and/or packaged applications with an underlying grid provisioning layer. 

A Special Note: The Use of Web Services 

DataSynapse has been very active in the area of building Web services SOA over grid 
architecture.  To use Web services with GridServer, DataSynapse recommends that 
programmers write arbitrary server-side classes and register them on GridServer 
(GridServer holds the list of registered services available to Web services applications ― 
acting much like a UDDI registry).  When a loosely coupled Web services application 
applies for service, GridServer can automatically generate the WSDL and client-side proxy 
classes in multiple program languages (WSDL is the means that allows Web services 
applications to communicate with one and other).   

From Clabby Analytics perspective, DataSynapse has been one of the most active grid 
ISVs in designing Web services interfaces that can use its GridServer to exploit an 
underlying grid provisioning environment.  DataSynapse is well-positioned to help 
enterprise information systems buyers build service-oriented SOA/grids (on demand grid 
environments).   

Partnerships 

When we last reviewed DataSynapse the company had only a few strategic partnerships.  
Intel represented not only a strategic partner but also an investor in DataSynapse’s 
success.  IBM had also partnered with DataSynapse in a joint relationship that saw IBM 
benefit from DataSynapse’s grid management and middleware ― and saw DataSynapse 
benefit from IBM’s much larger sales force, broad ancillary product offering (including DB2, 
WebSphere, hardware); and professional services organization.   

But since our last report, DataSynapse has added two more OEMs, four ISV’s, and one 
services organization to its line-up of strategic partners.  The company’s list of strategic 
partnerships now includes Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Intel, and Egenera; independent 
software vendors Algorithmics, Calypso, HanoverTrade, SS&C, Classic Solutions, and 
Milliman; and integration services provider First Derivatives.   

DataSynapse’s  partnership with IBM has been particularly strong ― and the company 
now serves as one of IBM’s premier partners in grid engagements.  It should also be 
noted that DataSynapse recently won one of IBM’s prestigious partner awards ― the IBM 
“Beacon Award”.  DataSynapse won in the category for the “Best e-Business On Demand 
Innovative Solution” for developing a grid computing solution that helps manage 
fluctuating demand while eliminating the need for extra computing resources.  
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A Closer Look at the New OEMs 

Along with IBM and Intel, DataSynapse has added Hewlett-Packard and Engenera to its 
strategic partners list.  Hewlett-Packard partners with DataSynapse in financial markets; 
Engenera (a maker of a “BladeFrame” server that uses DataSynapse for infrastructure 
and grid services) partners with DataSynapse in financial services markets. 

A Closer Look at the New ISVs 

As described earlier, DataSynapse focuses strongly on being able to integrate custom 
applications with its GridServer architecture.  But what about packaged applications?  
DataSynapse has structured several ISV relationships with the makers of risk 
management, integrated processing, mortgage servicing, investment management, and 
financial modeling software. 

Risk Management 
Algorithmics and DataSynapse partnered to create a distributed computing enterprise-
wide risk management offering.  The joint solution is a distributed version of Algo Suite 
where Algorithmics' Mark-to-Future framework can leverage clusters of machines running 
both Linux and/or Solaris operating systems through DataSynapse's grid  

Integrated Processing Solutions 
DataSynapse and Calypso offer an integrated solution that combines the grid computing 
capability of GridServer with the Calypso trading platform.  GridServer enables traders, 
risk managers, and developers using the Calypso system to scale workload over 
hundreds of CPUs without incurring incremental hardware, development, or support costs. 

Mortgage Servicing 
Busch Analytics is HanoverTrade's market leading product for mortgage servicing. 
DataSynapse and HanoverTrade have partnered to scale the mortgage portfolio valuation 
and analytics package in Busch Analytics.  One of the largest financial institutions in the 
world has deployed this joint offering.  HanoverTrade and DataSynapse are committed to 
additional joint sales, marketing, and technical initiatives to deploy this offering at other 
financial institutions.   

Investment Management 
SS&C delivers investment management and financial software to clients in the banking, 
insurance, and asset management industry.  As one of the largest insurance companies in 
the world, SS&C has architected an integrated solution for actuary modeling by combining 
SS&C's PTS product with DataSynapse's GridServer.    

Financial Analysis/Modeling 
MG-ALFA, developed by Milliman USA, is a dynamic financial analysis modeling tool. The 
system dramatically speeds the process of pricing a wide range of financial products. 
Capable of performing asset/liability analysis, MG-ALFA can be customized to meet the 
needs of individual clients.  Milliman USA and DataSynapse have partnered to provide a 
grid-enabled version of MG-ALFA that provides improved scalability, administration, and 
resiliency ― as well as the ability to reduce operating expenses by running calculations 
that exploit unused PC cycles.  Finally, Millman USA uses grids internally to provide 
computing power to drive certain applications for its consultants. 

Another example of an ISV that provides grid-enabled financial analysis/modeling tools is 
Tillinghast’s MoSes financial modeling tool.  Developed by Classic Solutions, MoSes is a 
PC-based system used to project financial results for insurance and other financial service 
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products.  Classic Solutions and DataSynapse have partnered to provide a grid-enabled 
version of MoSes that offers increased scalability and improved administration. 

A New Services Partner 

First Derivatives is a premier service provider in the financial services sector.  First 
Derivatives is DataSynapse's implementation partner for a number of engagements based 
in Europe. 

Reference Customers 

DataSynapse offers three customer reference sites ― two in the financial services 
industry and one in energy. 

Financial Services ― Wachovia 

Wachovia Securities, one of the nation’s largest financial holding companies needed to 
solve significant compute bottlenecks in its fixed income derivatives trading and risk 
management applications area.  The bank spent a number of months building a prototype 
distributed computing solution, but could not deploy this solution in a production 
environment. 

DataSynapse deployed its GridServer software in Wachovia’s environment in days and it 
has been used to support the bank’s production system since April, 2001. Based on the 
solution’s success integrating within its Straight-Though Processing framework, the bank 
is rolling GridServer out to other product areas including Credit, Global Risk, Equity and 
Mortgage-backed Securities. 

Financial Services 

DataSynapse provided distributed computing software to one of the world’s largest 
broker/dealers as it built a next generation equities trading platform to replace its legacy 
system.  With rapidly increasing functionality and scalability requirements driven by its 
business users, the bank opted to invest in DataSynapse’s GridServer platform solution 
rather than build and maintain its own distributed computing framework. 

By adopting GridServer, the bank has a seamless, single image of the network.  As a 
result, the bank can optimize underutilized resources, monitor the system as a whole and 
automate the load balancing of network activity.  Seamless Integration GridServer 
provides simple, but highly functional APIs to make integrating the bank's next generation 
applications rapid and seamless.  Through the proven capabilities of GridServer, the bank 
has established the DataSynapse platform as a distributed computing infrastructure 
standard to support mission-critical applications globally. 

Energy 

DataSynapse worked with a major energy and petroleum (E&P) company to provide a 
distributed computing solution for their data-intensive, time-sensitive “upstream” 
processing environment.  Using GridServer, DataSynapse helps this company address i 
seismic imaging and migration, as well as data interpretation and reservoir modeling. 

GridServer was used to offer functionality needed to improve the performance of this 
company’s existing Linux infrastructure, without the need for purchasing additional 
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hardware, thereby providing a compelling benefit in terms of cost savings and time-to-
deploy. 

Professional Services 

The DataSynapse has a small professional services integration team that has domain 
expertise in financial services and energy markets, and that has extensive experience in 
Java and C/C++ programming and distributed computing.   This team is often able to 
migrate applications to DataSynapse’s GridServer within days, with only minimal support 
from internal development resources. 

The company also provides a suite of technology consulting services to address the full 
range of our customers' and partners' needs including implementation, product support, 
training, and education services. 

Further, DataSynapse has partnered with IBM and HP ― each of which has a large 
professional services organization that can be used to help deploy DataSynapse grid 
environments.  And finally, DataSynapse works in Europe with First Derivatives ― a 
provider of professional services for the financial marketplace. 
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Dell 

Unlike almost every other OEM, Dell does not describe itself as a “technology leader”, but 
rather “a fast follower”.  What this means is that in computing design Dell is not usually 
associated with technology innovation, but rather with its ability to assimilate industry 
standard designs into award-winning computer systems.  However, Dell is known and 
recognized industry-wide for its outstanding customer service and innovative just-in-time 
manufacturing system. 

From a technology perspective, Dell’s enterprise computing strategy focuses on 
distributed computing as a means to achieve scalability.  Instead of building vertically-
scaled symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) systems, the company has chosen to 
strategically focus its research and development resources on building “scaled-out” 
distributed systems environments.   

What this means is that Dell focuses on linking one-, two-, and four-way servers together over a 
network in order to provide systems scalability for its customers.  This approach can be 
contrasted with “scaled-up” or “vertical scaling” where large numbers of SMP processors are 
linked together within the same systems enclosure in order to increase scalability. 

Grids and scaled-out distributed network environments are quite similar in design (grids 
use a distributed network environment in order to share information and data or to allow 
users/applications to acquire resources).  The primary difference between a grid and a 
scaled-out environment is that grids are designed and optimized to provision and share 
resources ― a scaled-out environment is not necessarily designed and optimized for 
resource sharing (for instance, a scaled-out distributed computing environment may be 
optimized for transaction processing).  Grids are complimentary to Dell’s distributed 
computing direction. 

Also important to note is that Dell focuses strongly on building hardware, management 
software, and providing professional services.  Dell does not build applications, databases, 
middleware or operating environments.  Instead, the company has formed strategic alliances 
with Red Hat (a Linux operating environment ISV); and Oracle (a provider of databases and also 
a supplier of SOA infrastructure including a Web services development environment). 

Market Positioning 

As described in Chapter 1, there are multiple definitions for what constitutes a grid ranging 
from tightly-coupled, homogeneous system clusters through loosely-coupled, 
heterogeneous networked environments.  Dell builds high-performance computing 
clusters (HPCC) which Clabby Analytics does not consider to be grid environments as 
packaged.  But, Dell also has a strategic relationship with Platform Computing, a maker of 
grid middleware as well as grid workflow products.  And when Dell’s HPCC configurations 
are bundled with Platform’s grid software, Dell provides a very potent grid computing 
offering. 
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Dell’s HPCC strategy is very clear: Dell is seeking to supplant Unix high-performance 
computing solutions with Dell Intel-based Linux clusters.  Essentially, this strategy is based 
on targeting higher cost HP-UX, Solaris, AIX, and supercomputer platforms ― providing 
low-cost, high performance Linux cluster alternatives that run on commodity Dell Intel-
based hardware. 

Target Markets 

Dell has focused its grid computing strategy on several target markets ― including: 

• Automotive; 

• Creative Content Creation; 

• Educational (especially scientific research); 

• Financial services; 

• Life Sciences (particularly bioinformatics); and, 

• Oil and Gas Exploration; 

These markets typically push the envelope looking for more computing cycles and 
scalability ― Dell recognizes this and is aiming its HPCC program at servicing these 
markets.   

Products 

Dell’s HPCC offerings are bundled solutions that use Dell PowerEdge 1750, PowerEdge 
2650, PowerEdge 3250, and PowerEdge 1655MC servers, storage, network switches and 
other recommended components.  These bundles support Fast Ethernet, Gigabit1 
Ethernet, and Myrinet interconnects in a variety of configurations (including 8-, 16-, 32-, 
64-, and 128-way compute nodes configurations. Dell’s PowerEdge 1655MC HPCC 
configuration supports Gigabit Ethernet interconnects configurations ranging from 6-, 18-, 
36-, 66-, and 132-way compute node configurations. 

Each HPCC configuration contains the following hardware components:  

• Master node; 

• External Storage; 

• Compute nodes; 

• Cluster Monitoring/Management Node; 

• Fold up Display; 

• Keyboard Video Monitor Switch; and an 

• Interconnect switch. 
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Partnerships 

Dell has several strategic relationships that facilitate grid deployment and that are worth 
exploring, including relationships with: 

• Platform Computing; 

• Red Hat; 

• Oracle; and, 

• Cray. 

The Platform Computing Relationship 

As stated previously, Clabby Analytics does not consider Dell’s HPCC to be a grid 
configuration in and of itself.  But, when grid middleware components are added to an 
HPCC environment, and/or when Red Hat and Oracle products are used to help form a 
SOA/grid, Dell does indeed offer grid solutions. 

Dell and Platform Computing jointly market high-performance computing solutions for 
multiple industries (a critique of Platform’s grid offerings is contained later in this section).  
These solutions run Dell’s HPCC configuration combined with Platform’s LSF workload 
management environment, SiteAssure resource management software, Platform 
Intelligence performance management software, and Platform Clusterware.  

It should be noted that although Dell has a strategic relationship with Platform Computing, 
almost every grid ISV’s software can run on Dell platforms. 

The Cray Relationship 

Dell also has a reseller agreement with Cray — whereby Cray sells, supports, and 
provides professional services for Dell HPC solutions. This relationship is extremely 
important as it extends Dell’s market reach by leveraging Cray’s understanding of high-
performance computing (HPC) markets, customers and applications. Through this 
arrangement, Cray’s HPC customers can achieve super-computer performance at an 
attractive price. 

The Oracle and Red Hat Relationships 

Oracle and Red Hat are quite possibly Dell’s most strategic software relationships.  Red 
Hat provides several different Linux offerings to Dell (with extensions for high-availability, 
management, etcetera) ― as well as development and deployment assistance.  Oracle 
provides not only a grid enabled database but also much of the software needed to build a 
service-oriented architecture. 

Customer References 

Dell has several HPCC references, some of whom use grid software for provisioning.  For 
example:  
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• The University of Liverpool uses a 940-node Dell HPC cluster for disease 
mapping and physics research ― as well as for international public-interest work 
conducted on the university's grid network (ULGRID).  The university’s Physics 
department uses this HPC cluster to simulate the collision of particles to help 
determine the origins of the universe. The ULGRID and the Advanced Institute for 
Methods and Emergent Systems (AiMeS) also use this cluster to assist in work to 
simulate the spread of epidemics of diseases. 

Professional Services 

From a professional services perspective Dell’s  “One Source Alliance” service program 
includes a portfolio of services to help customers deploy HPCC servers. 
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HP 

In September, 2003, Hewlett-Packard executives went “on record” stating that HP plans to 
“grid-enable” everything that HP ships.  What this means is that HP’s grid strategy does 
not soley focus on grid-enabling servers-only (as many other vendor’s do) ― it means that 
HP’s plan is to grid enable desktops, handhelds, servers, printers, storage units, and even 
consumer devices.   

Over the forthcoming year will integrate the Globus Toolkit as well as the OGSA standard 
(version 3.0 ― described in greater detail in Chapter 3) with its entire line of consumer and 
commercial products.  By so doing, all of HP’s devices will be able to find and take 
advantage of resources made available on a grid. 

Why has HP made such a sweeping commitment to grid computing?  One of the biggest 
reasons for this commitment is that HP believes that it is very well situated to help its 
customers simplify the design/deployment and management of grids.  HP has a huge 
corporate and strategic commitment toward building systems/network/application/-
database management products ― and this commitment dovetails nicely with the 
management of virtualized grid environments. 

Market Positioning 

HP takes a three-pronged approach to grids: 

1. First, the company is very involved in grid standards (as well as SOA standards) 
committees.  It should be noted that HP is the major driver of a proposed OASIS 
standard for managing grids and Web services (the WS Management 
Framework).  HP has also been actively involved in the forthcoming WS 
Resource Framework and the WS Notification standard (described in Chapter 3). 

2. Second, HP Labs actively develops grid technologies (including virtualization 
technologies and even a grid toolkit called “SmartFrog”) ― and HP integrates 
various grid technologies to enable collaboration amongst users. 

3. Third, HP develops “solutions” (hardware, operating environment, infrastructure, 
with grid-enabled applications) using strategic partnerships where necessary to 
(described in the “Partner” subsection of this critique) to construct complete grid 
solutions for its customers. 

In many respects HP’s approach to grid computing resembles that of a systems integrator.  
The company understands how to design grids ― and it gets the components needed to 
do so from a variety of sources.  For instance, to build a SOA/grid HP may use the Globus 
Toolkit combined with Microsoft’s .NET infrastructure (.NET includes Web services and 
XML facilities).  Or HP may use grid infrastructure and tools provided by Avaki, United 
Devices, or Platform computing combined with Web services infrastructure provided by 
Oracle or BEA to build a J2EE-based SOA/grid. 

It must also be noted that HP is more than a systems integrator.  HP does primary 
development to make grids more functional and flexible.  As an example, HP developed 
an interface called the “Automatic Flexing Interface” that lets applications request and 
release resources. 
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The bottom line: HP is a major contributor to grid standards (especially grid/Web services 
management standards); the company provides integrated application/SOA/grid solutions (very 
often using partner’s products to assemble a solutions); and the company develops its own 
technology solutions for SOA/grid architecture. 

Products 

From a product perspective, like other OEMs, HP develops a complete line of PCs, 
laptops, servers, handhelds, printers, storage devices, and operating environments ― as 
well as consumer products (such as digital cameras, MP3 players, and the like).  But what 
makes HP distinctly different is the company’s major commitment to “manageability” as 
manifest in HP’s grid OpenView offerings as well as in its Utility Data Center. 

OpenView 

The flagship of HP’s computing product line is its OpenView product set.  OpenView is 
one of the computing industry’s most widely used management environments.  On its 
OpenView Framework, HP is aggressively working to develop new technologies that will 
enable OpenView to manage Web services and grid.  For example, HP has developed: 

1. “HP Management Integration Platform” (a suite of software components that 
allows OpenView users to identify Web services requests and manage those 
requests all the way through service provisioning). 

2. “HP OpenView Transaction Analyzer” that uses APIs to monitor application 
transactions; and, 

3. “HP OpenView Smart Plug-in” (along with BEA) for monitoring and managing 
BEA WebLogic Servers.  

The UDC 

HP’s Utility Data Center (UDC) is a turnkey management environment that makes it 
possible to perform centralized grid management.  The hardware and software packaged 
to create the UDC provide complete system and network management facilities, network 
connections, middleware, and resource/policy management software (through 
partnerships) needed to rapidly deploy and easily reconfigure grid environments.   

HP’s UDC is aimed at providing a utility computing management environment.   Utility 
computing is the idea that computing power should be made available on-demand, much 
like electrical power.  HP sees utility grids as analogous to electricity provisioning: when an 
enterprise needs an extra kilowatt of power, it can obtain that power without having to 
contact its electricity provider.  In HP’s view, this same concept holds true for computing: if 
an enterprise required additional computing power, or more storage, those facilities should 
be made available on an as needed basis, using available but unused internal computing 
resources or by purchasing additional resources from external compute/storage/-
application resource providers.  
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Partnerships 

Partners play a huge role in HP’s grid strategy.  For grid provisioning infrastructure 
products and development tools, HP has structured strategic relationships with Avaki, 
United Devices, and Platform computing (all covered in Part III of this report). 

From a Web services perspective it should be noted that HP no longer builds its own 
infrastructure products.  Instead, HP partners with infrastructure suppliers such as BEA, 
Oracle, Microsoft and others to provide Web services, databases, and other components 
needed to build compute, data, and collaborative grids. 

Note: Clabby Analytics is not making a value judgment here.  Using 3rd party infrastructure code 
is just as valid as using code developed internally.  It is just a different approach than  HP’s 
OEM competitors use.   

HP’s logic for this decision: HP has put its strategic focus on management software.   
Furthermore, it didn’t want to build code that conflicted with the Web 
services/XML/middleware/infrastructure offerings of its strategic partners.  For instance: Oracle 
builds a complete grid infrastructure stack; and Microsoft builds a Web services infrastructure 
stack that can be “gridized” using 3rd party grid ISV software. 

Customer References 

HP has numerous grid references: 

One of the most recent (and one of the largest) is Singapore’s Infocomm Development 
Authority (IDA).  IDA and HP grid and utility computing in Singapore.  As part of this effort 
both IDA and HP will launch a regional online games grid called "Games Bazaar" (similar 
to the grid run by Butterfly.net).  Further, this grid will make Singapore’s IDA the first Asia-
Pacific node on the worldwide Global Operations Grid. 

Other references include BAE Systems (which uses grid technology to run a “virtual 
company”); and the CERN partnership (CERN is the European organization for nuclear 
physics ― HP has already placed HP nodes on CERN’s next generation grid). 

Professional Services 

Two aspects of HP’s approach to grid professional services are particularly noteworthy: 

1. First, HP treats every grid engagement as a custom effort.  This contrasts sharply 
with the approach used by IBM (the next critique) which attempts to create 
turnkey grid solutions that can be marketed to target industries.  Further, it 
contrasts with Dell’s approach (which targets high-performance computing 
clusters and supplements those clusters with 3rd party grid ISV software). 

Again, Clabby Analytics is not making a value judgment here.  We are just pointing out that HP’s 
approach is just different than that of other OEMs. 
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2. Second, HP Services has a dedicated Web services management/deployment 
practice (with almost 1,000 people) aimed specifically at providing grid support for 
J2EE environments.  
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IBM 

IBM is the only “grid vendor” considered by Clabby Analytics to offer a complete, turnkey 
grid solution.  Our reasons for this opinion are: 

IBM behaves like a systems integrator.  The company pulls together the hardware, operating 
environments, grid middleware, and systems management software needed to build and 
manage a SOA/grid provisioning environment.  Further the company works with 3rd party 
application providers ― helping those ISVs build solutions that can be deployed on grids.  
Finally, the company knows how to overlay BPM and BAM over SOA grids ― and has the 
professional services resources to help enterprises do so. 

 Market Positioning 

IBM’s approach to grid computing is uniquely different from those of other grid OEMs ― 
IBM focuses on providing completely integrated solutions (including hardware, software, 
and professional services) aimed at solving specific industry problems.  Instead of leading 
with discussions about technologies (algorithms, load-balancing, naming, etcetera), and 
standards (Web services and OGSA) ― IBM approaches its prospects from a “solutions” 
perspective.  For instance, IBM approaches financial services companies with a value 
proposition that shows financial managers how grids can be used to analyze the value of 
an investment portfolio in minutes rather than the hours it may take today using a 
traditional computing architecture.  Or IBM approaches engineering/design companies 
with a value proposition that demonstrates how grids can be used to cut product design 
time in half, while greatly reducing instances of defects. 

This approach focuses on profits, productivity, and efficiency rather than on technology and 
standards ― and it easily opens new doors for IBM that may have previously been closed due 
to lack of understanding of grid computing and its associated benefits. 

IBM’s Approach: Decision Trees 

In order to help its customers and prospects understand how to build a grid, IBM has 
created a group of “decision trees” that show a prospective customer how to construct 
data grids, collaborative grids, enterprise optimization grids, etcetera.  Once a customer 
understands how to build a grid, IBM then shows that customer the benefits that can be 
derived by flowing business process flow across that environment. 

These “decision trees” help customers decide which vendors to select for grid hardware, 
grid middleware, and grid applications.  These decision trees also help customers 
understand: 

• Which ISV solutions provide the solutions for architecting grids that can perform 
analytics acceleration, or collaborative design, or information accessibility; 

• Which software to use for application/data parallelization;  
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• Which vendors to choose for collaborative information/design access, for 
system/network optimization; 

• Which middleware tools and utilities to use; and  

• Which data access products to use in order to build compute- and/or 
collaboratively-oriented grids.   

In other words, these decision trees can be used to save prospective grid users from 
having to do a lot of market and technology research, architecture design work, and 
product integration in order to build fully-functional grids.  Figure 14, for example, 
represents a “collaborative design” decision tree that can be used to create a collaborative 
information grid environment in automotive or aerospace industries.  IBM offers similar 
decision trees for building data grids, enterprise optimization grids, governmental grids, 
etcetera.  

Figure 14― An Industry-oriented Decision Tree 
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Notice in Figure 14 that IBM combines the use of its software products (such as its DB2 
database, its WebSphere portal, and its Tivoli systems management software) with grid 
middleware from AVAKI to create a SOA/grid.  Applications designed to serve specific 
needs such as automotive design or claims processing or drug discovery are then placed 
on this SOA grid architecture.  Also note that IBM can provide a customer with grid design 
and management services. 
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Focus Markets 

IBM has targeted grid solutions designed to serve nine industries/sectors: 

• Financial services ― These solutions focus on helping IBM customers reduce 
statistical margin of error; make faster trade decisions; and reduce portfolio risk 
(by increasing the number of scenarios that can be run in a short period of time).  

• Automotive ― These solutions help accelerate the time it takes to create new 
automobile and truck designs (while shortening design cycles); and they enable 
cross-platform design. 

• Aerospace ― These solutions enhance data sharing in aerospace engineering 
and design; leverage distributed workflow within and among departments and 
companies while optimizing server infrastructure. 

• Life sciences ― These solutions speed-up discovery processes in genomics, 
proteomics and molecular biology by helping to execute rapid sequence 
comparison algorithms.   

• Government ― These solutions help stimulate economic development (as 
described in Part I, Chapter 2). 

• Higher education ― Educational grids help researchers share raw data, gain 
access to shared resources, and simplify data access and integration. 

• Electronics ― Designers of electronic components can use grids to speed 
collaborative design processes, decrease cycle times, and optimize computing 
capacity.  

• Agricultural chemicals ― Producers of agricultural chemicals can use grids to 
drive large volumes of calculations and simulations. 

• Petroleum ― Petroleum companies can use grids to reduce imaging time and 
improve reservoir management results. 

• Telecommunications ― Telecommunication carriers can use grids to deliver new 
services (such as streaming media or unified messaging) ― and grids represent 
new revenue opportunities for telcos (grids drive up bandwidth usage).  

Within each of these focus markets IBM has created specific vertical industry solutions by 
working with grid middleware and application solution providers to build integrated 
application/SOA/grid environments. 

Products 

In addition to providing products (such as the WebSphere portal, Tivoli systems 
management, and Lotus mail-and-messaging/collaboration environment) that can be used 
to create horizontal and vertical infrastructure (described in Chapter 5) ― IBM also 
provides a toolset that can help its customers build their own grid environment.  The IBM 
Grid Toolbox V3 for Multiplatforms is an integrated toolset that can be used for creating 
and hosting grid services. It includes materials developed by the Globus Alliance 
(described in Chapter 3) as well as a set of programmatic interfaces that can be used for 
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program-to-program communications. This toolset also provides software that can be 
used to manage and administer grid services and a grid hosting environment. 

Extent of Professional Services Offered 

IBM provides assessment, design, consulting, and management services for grid 
environments.  These include: 

1. A consulting service that uses a sophisticated IBM TCO tool to ascertain what 
kind of payback an enterprise can expect if that enterprise adopts grid technology; 

2. The use of three services organizations to support grid deployments: 

a. IBM is now using IBM Global Services (IGS) to provide traditional design, 
deployment, and management services;    

b. Business Consulting Services to provide industry-specific business 
process flow consulting that can exploit grids to provide computing on 
demand; and, 

c. IBM Research for special project support where in depth knowledge of 
the sciences, math, or other related specialties is required; and, 

3. A group of autonomic services offerings. 

These service offerings help an enterprise: 

• Understand what impact the use of grid technology could have on lowering 
computing costs within an enterprise; 

• Gain access to design, deployment, and management personnel at IBM; 

• Gain access to experts who know how to exploit information technologies to 
streamline business process flow for specific vertical industries; 

• Gain access to researchers and scientists who can help enterprises overcome 
technical and scientific barriers as well as help solve vexing problems by applying 
computer technologies in new ways; and, 

• Build a roadmap (and deploy products) that can simplify systems/network/appli-
cation/database management tasks (helping to reduce overall management costs 
while improving operational efficiency). 

In short, these offerings provide IS buyers with access to individuals who understand how 
to exploit grid technology, how to streamline business process flow, how to create truly 
innovative solutions, and how to reduce systems/network management costs. 

Professional Services: A Closer Look 

Each of the services described above bear closer examination. 
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IBM’s “Grid Value at Work” Methodology/TCO Tool 
Using a methodology called “Grid Value at Work”, IBM can provide its customers with “a 
detailed TCO analysis, and a roadmap for companies considering grid computing 
projects”.  But, to be more precise, Grid Value at Work is really a consulting engagement 
where IBM provides a team of trained professionals to perform an assessment of an 
enterprise’s IT systems/application/database inventory with a goal of making a 
recommendation about what impact the use of grids could have on that enterprise’s 
operational cost structure.  This assessment features the use of a sophisticated IBM TCO 
tool that is based on a decade of IBM’s experience in managing distributed computing 
environments. 

IBM’s “Business Impact of Technology” Services 
As the name of this services says, Business Impact of Technology Services helps IS 
buyers identify the impact that grid computing can have on servicing business process 
flow through an enterprise and external to an enterprise (with customers and supply chain 
partners).  This service involves the use of IBM industry experts who evaluate key 
business processes, examine cost controls, and look for new opportunities to increase 
revenue generation.   

IBM’s Grid Solution Deployment Services 
These services are designed to help customers assess and plan, design, implement, and 
run Grid deployments based upon their organization’s business goals.  With this service 
an IBM technical team is formed to address infrastructure and systems management, 
networking, security, business continuity and technology support issues that are key to a 
successful grid implementation.   

Autonomic Computing Readiness Engagement Services 
This service helps customers identify systems/network/application/database areas within a 
computing environment that can be automated.  It uses a framework that defines end to 
end infrastructure and applications management requirements for critical business 
systems, and develops guiding principles related to autonomic (self-managed) computing 
services, processes, people and management tools.   

Autonomic Computing Design and Implementation Services 
This service gives enterprises access to IBM technology experts who can assist 
customers in the architecture and design of self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimizing 
and self-protecting environments.   

Industry Expertise 
IBM also dedicates professional services resources (teams of people from IBM’s Global 
Services organization (IGS) and IBM’s Research organization) to assist in grid design and 
deployment.   

What is important here is the kind of people IBM is using.  Almost all grid vendors provide 
access to individuals who can help design and deploy a grid environment.  What IBM is 
doing is providing access to industry-specific experts who understand the computing 
needs of specific vertical markets (such as insurance, automotive, etc.) ― and who can 
help design grid environments that can streamline business process flow within those 
markets. 

Further, IBM has also enlisted the support of its leading scientists and researchers from 
IBM Research to assist in grid projects.  This is important because these individuals bring 
important insights about how to apply science, mathematics, emerging technologies, or 
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technical specialties (such as in depth knowledge of how to exploit specific technologies 
such as high speed switches) to commerce.   

Key Partner Relationships 

IBM has strategic partnerships with four grid middleware ISVs: AVAKI, DataSynapse, 
Platform, and United Devices. (The following subsection is excerpted from IBM’s grid Web 
site. 

AVAKI 
AVAKI provides powerful grid-based software that simplifies the provisioning, access, and 
integration of distributed data — regardless of its format, location, or administrative 
domain. For companies struggling to provision fresh data from multiple sources to 
applications that drive key business decisions, Avaki Data Grid 5.0 provides a single data 
service layer that enables the direct access and integration of many heterogeneous data 
sources, allowing companies to avoid costly and complex replication infrastructures or 
extensive and brittle hard-coding approaches. Avaki leverages best-of-breed integration 
technologies — all with an enterprise-wide solution. Avaki can deliver immediate ROI by 
reducing data integration costs, and accelerates data integration and application 
development.  

DataSynapse 
DataSynapse provides a production-proven software that extends applications to operate 
in a distributed computing environment across a virtual pool of enterprise computing 
resources. 

DataSynapse's GridServer software creates a self-managed grid computing infrastructure, 
generating unparalleled levels of application scalability, performance and reliability, while 
optimizing computing resources and measurably increasing revenues. Powered by its 
GridServer technology, DataSynapse's GridServer solves compute- and data-intensive 
bottlenecks and scalability constraints by optimizing resources from mainframes and 
clusters to servers and desktops — whether dedicated or underutilized — without a 
complex and costly architecture. The solution integrates easily with legacy applications, 
next generation development and web services running on Linux, Unix or Windows 
systems accelerating time-to-deploy.  

Platform Computing  
Platform Computing delivers intelligent, practical enterprise grid software and services that 
allow you to plan, build, run and manage grids. Through a proven process and 
methodology, Platform links your IT to your core business objectives to give you the 
insight and confidence you need to enhance service capabilities, reduce costs and 
optimize IT to improve business performance.  

United Devices  
United Devices Grid MP platform can operate clusters of any size as well as aggregate 
resources on a network (including clusters, servers, desktops & laptops) to create a high-
performance compute grid for powering a wide range of applications. The company's 
solutions, available as enterprise or on-demand deployments, are unparalleled in security, 
scalability, manageability, and performance. United Devices also operates the world's 
largest Grid for massive-scale research projects. United Devices serves customers in a 
variety of industries including Life Sciences, Oil & Gas, Government, Industrial 
Engineering, and many others.   
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GridXpert 
IBM has structured a joint partnership with GridXpert ― a French company that offers grid 
products for federating resources and virtualizing access; for monitor and control of usage 
and cost; and for optimizing the productivity of users.   

IBM Grid Customers  

IBM can provide dozens of references for the various types of grids that it supports, 
including: 

• U Penn Mammography ― University of Pennsylvania uses IBM grid technologies 
to connect the servers and databases of hospitals around the world to share 
mammograms as well as information on mammogram procedures and research.  

• JP Morgan Chase – JP Morgan Chase uses an IBM grid solution focused on 
policy management to do portfolio optimization. The company prioritizes compute 
and information resources to their most important clients, thus maximizing quality 
of service for those users. In this scenario, the grid provides improved CPU 
utilization, policy management capabilities for improved quality of service and 
dynamic resource allocation based on policy. 

• Dow Chemical – Dow Chemical uses a grid at the business process level to do 
workload management.  

• Butterfly.net - Butterfly.net Inc. and IBM have deployed the first custom 
commercial grid for the online video gaming market. The Butterfly Grid will enable 
online video game providers to support a massive number of players 
simultaneously within the same game by allocating computing resources to the 
most populated areas and most popular games. 

• Japanese Research Institute ―  In Japan, Japan Research Institute uses an IBM 
grid to provide systems integration and consulting for materials science 
applications; NTT DATA supports PC Grid-type applications in Japan. 

• Moasys Corporation ― Moasys provides support for the high performance 
computing field in Korea; Northgate will provide Life Sciences support in the UK;  

• Kobelco Systems ―  Kobelco Systems provides CAE (computer-aided 
engineering) solutions for Japanese auto makers and aircraft manufacturers;  

• Cornerstone Systems ― Cornerstone supports finance and university customers 
in the U.S. and Canada;  

• Beacon Information Technology ― BIT provides data grid solutions using DB2 
Information Integrator;  

• Governmental Grids ― Esteem in the U.K. supports government as well as 
finance, life sciences and industrial customers; Italtech supports the public sector 
in Italy; and CIS Sud-Quest in France supports grid for the French government. 
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Platform Computing 

Platform Computing has a long history in grid computing.  One of the company’s co-
founders, Songnian Zhou, performed pioneering work on load sharing for large-scale 
heterogeneous systems while completing his Ph.D. dissertation at Berkeley in the late 
1980s.  After completing his Ph.D. in 1987, Zhou led a University of Toronto research 
team that developed the LSF (Load Sharing Facility ― the basis of Platform’s grid 
offerings) software prototype.  Platform LSF was designed to determine which compute 
resources are required for specific technical computing jobs and then manage resource 
utilization and sharing among those jobs across a network.  After building the LSF 
prototype that was adopted by Northern Telecom (Nortel), Zhou and two partners 
launched Platform Computing in 1992 to commercialize Platform LSF, which became the 
company’s flagship software product.  

Today, twelve year-old Platform Computing is the industry’s largest grid ISV with over 350 
employees in 20 offices across North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific.  The company 
has a large installed base of grids with over 1600 customers in the electronics, financial 
services, industrial manufacturing and government markets.  And the company is very 
active in the grid standards community. 

Unlike fellow grid ISVs Avaki and DataSynapse (also covered in this report), Platform 
Computing does not specifically focus on one particular grid type (such as a data grid or a 
compute grid) ― the company’s Platform LSF (load sharing facility) family of products 
been designed to provide grid services for users of data grids, compute grids, high-
performance cluster grids, and business analytics grids.  With over 140 employees 
dedicated to research and development, Platform can afford to be a bit more “broad 
based” than its competitors. 

Market Positioning 

Platform Computing is positioned as a provider of heterogeneous enterprise-class grids.  
The company provides workload, resource, and performance management solutions that 
can run across heterogeneous computing environments (including Linux, Unix, Windows, 
and Mac environments).  These solutions help enterprises optimize their enterprise 
resources, and improve business performance (a major theme in this report). 

Focal Points 

The primary foci at Platform Computing are: 

1. Heterogeneity (and this is made easier by adherence to standards); 

2. Support for multiple grid types (compute, data, analytical); 

3. Application integration (Platform has qualified over 100 applications on its grid 
environments);  

4. Partnerships (including relationships with all leading OEMs as well as several 
ISVs); and, 
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5. Consulting services. 

Heterogeneity 

The integration of heterogeneous systems relies heavily on creating common standards.  
As Chapter 3 described, the most important standards in the grid community are the Open 
Grid Services Architecture (OGSA) standards (that include Web services as well as grid 
standards).  Platform is a very active member of the Global Grid Forum (the standards 
organization that has driven the creation of OGSA) ― and Platform has aggressively 
implemented OGSA standards into its product offerings.  

As an example of Platform’s standards-setting leadership, the company led the effort to 
create a consortium called the “New Productivity Initiative” (NPi), an initiative dedicated to 
defining and developing industry standard application program interfaces for distributed 
and grid computing., which merged with the Global Grid Forum (GGF) in 2002.   

Multiple Grid Types 

Some grid vendors specialize in information or data grids, or compute grids, or 
collaborative grids ― or or any of the several grid types described in Chapter 2.  Platform’s 
products can serve as the basis for multiple grid types including: 

1. Compute; 

2. Data’ 

3. Collaborative; 

4. Enterprise; 

5. Government; and, 

6. Utility. 

These grids are being deployed to improve resource utilization, maximize service levels,  
streamline collaborative development, to achieve competitive advantage, and/or to create 
new business models.  

Application Library 

Platform offers the largest application integration library with over 100 applications from 
Cadence, Synopsis, Fluent, Mentor, LION, Microsoft, and SAS. 

Strategic Partnerships  

Platform has realized the value of strong partnerships with the software companies that 
design grid technologies (e.g. Globus), the OEMs that manufacture the systems that grids 
unite, and the application ISVs whose products can be provisioned by grid architecture.  
To these ends Platform has structured strategic partnerships with all leading OEMs 
including Dell, HP, IBM, and SGI ― as well as with leading business analytics ISV SAS 
(covered in more depth in the “Partnerships” subsection of this critique). 
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Consulting Services 

Platform Consulting Services’ core capabilities provide cost effective value-added support 
to navigate the complexities of implementing grid solutions.  Our service offerings include 
grid capabilities in: 
 

• Strategy and business case development 
• Architecture assessment and design 
• Application grid enablement analysis, design, and implementation 
• Program and Project Management 
• Job flow and work flow design and implementation 
• Product installation and configuration  
• Production deployment and operations integration 

Products 

Platform’s workload management products, including Platform LSF, Platform  and 
Platform Symphony, are used to design tailored distributed and grid computing solutions 
based on application, industry, and business process to optimize the use of enterprise IT 
resources.  As the leading grid solution for business-critical computing, Platform products 
virtualize expensive, heterogeneous IT environments delivering dramatically lower costs, 
greater IT efficiency, guaranteed results and accelerated application performance. 

The company’s flagship product is “Platform LSF (Load Sharing Facility).  Platform LSF  
includes sophisticated scheduling and policy management capabilities that significantly 
increases an organization’s ability to manage workloads and utilize resources (such as 
processing power, storage facilities, network components, and applications) Furthermore, 
LSF provides leading scalability, self-management and robust workload capabilities are 
specifically designed to address large enterprise and HPC (High Performance Computing) 
applications,delivering close to 100% capacity utilization with thousands of CPUs .  

The Platform LSF Family is a comprehensive suite of grid-enabled solutions. The familyis 
used to   analyze, process and report mission-critical, enterprise-level batch applications 
for demanding multi-location vertical markets like electronics, manufacturing, government 
and life sciences.  Complementary products within the family like Platform LSF Analytics, 
Platform LSF Reports and Platform License Scheduler are designed to extend the 
capabilities of Platform LSF to diagnose and improve system planning and utilization as 
well as to optimize licensing usage and spending.  

Platform Symphony provides a complete grid infrastructure for developing, running and 
managing both online and batch operations for business -critical applications for the 
financial services industry 

Finally, Platform offers Platform LSF HPC, an integrated workload  management solution 
designed specifically for high performance compute clusters running  Dell and IBM HPC 
hardware, typically found in research centers  

Partnerships 

Platform has strong partner relationships with major systems vendors as well as with 
several ISVs. 
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OEM Relationships 

Platform has structured strategic partnerships with Dell, Hewlett-Packard, HP, IBM, and 
SGI.   

1. HP and Platform have signed a global multi-year integration and reseller 
agreement.  

2. IBM and Platform have established a master relationship agreement to deploy 
grids in the enterprise.   

3. Dell will offer Platform software with its PowerEdge servers for HPC applications 

4. SGI and Platform have a global grid computing alliance to develop grid solutions 
that integrate data, compute and collaborative visualization resources. 

Application ISV Relationships 

Application integration is a major part of Platform’s strategy.  The company has developed 
a strategic relationship with SAS ― a leading supplier of business analytics software.  And 
the company has also integrated over 60 applications in the EDA space including 
Cadence, Synopsys, Mentor and Synchronicity.  In industrial manufacturing, Platform is 
integrated with applications from Computational Dynamics, Engineous Software, Phoenix 
Integrations and others. In digital content creation, Platform works with Alias/Wavefront 
and Softimage.  Partnerships with Schlumberger Geoquest, Paradigm, and Landmark 
Graphics help Platform establish a presence in the oil & gas market.   Partnerships with 
Powerllel and Axiom Software Laboratories strengthen Platform’s position in Financial 
Services. 

Customer References 

The company has a large install base — over 1,600 customers and 250,000 software 
licenses — found in electronic design automation (EDA), computer and industrial 
manufacturing (primarily automotive and aerospace), life sciences, government & 
research, and financial services markets.  These customers include AMD, Bristol-Myers 
Squibb, JPMorgan Chase, Peugeot and the U.S. Department of Defense. 

Government 

In government, the ASCI (Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative) grid securely 
connects three U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Labs, including Sandia National Labs 
(Albuquerque, NM), Lawrence Livermore National Lab (Livermore, CA) and Los Alamos 
National Lab (Los Alamos, NM), in the world's largest grid. The ASCI grid enables 
scientists and engineers to access massively parallel supercomputers for collaborative 
modeling and simulation work. Based on the June 2002 Top 500 Supercomputer List, the 
ASCI grid connects the second, sixth, seventh and 15th fastest computers in the world. 
Platform Globus interfaces with multiple cluster-level workload managers, including 
Platform LSF, PBS, NQS and DPCS in this grid. 

LifeSciences 

In life sciences, Pharmacia, a leading provider of agricultural products, is focused on 
improving farm productivity while at the same time producing better quality foods. 
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Pharmacia has more than 200 scientists using molecular breeding and genomics to 
develop seed hybrids and new varieties. This research requires high-speed compute 
power to process the gene sequencing application. Pharmacia’s existing mainframe was 
unable to handle the accelerating demand. Pharmacia also needed a workload balancing 
solution, since some scientists had excess compute power while others were resource 
constrained. Existing tools were unable to determine where these bottlenecks were 
occurring, so Pharmacia turned to Platform to help them implement a solution that would 
pinpoint resource issues and alleviate the bottlenecks. 

Computer Manufacturing 

In computer manufacturing and EDA, AMD is a global supplier of microprocessors, flash 
memory devices, and support circuitry for the personal and networked computer and 
communications markets. In its pursuit to create the 1Ghz Athlon chip, one of the world’s 
most sophisticated engineering achievements, AMD needed to access huge amounts of 
processing power across its computing environment. After implementing Platform’s 
workload management solution, Platform LSF, AMD was able to perform billions of tests 
on the 1GHz chip, ten times faster than previously thought possible. With its computing 
resources running at over 90 per cent utilization today, AMD continues to push the outer 
limits in bringing faster chips to market.  

Financial Services 

In financial services, JPMorgan Chase is using Platform Symphony, an online, real-time 
application infrastructure solution to manage select compute-intensive investment 
applications by creating an integrated, scalable, virtualized and shared infrastructure that 
will speed prioritized workloads and speed compute processing.  JPMorgan Chase 
bankers will have instant access to specialized computing resources worldwide to enable 
them to get the information they need more efficiently and improve their time to results as 
part of its computing backbone project. One of the key benefits JPMorgan Chase derives 
from its grid system was wringing more performance out of its current information 
technology resources by allowing them to spread heavy-duty data processing tasks 
among all the computers that are available on the network, rather than dedicating certain 
hardware to certain duties. 

Industrial Design 

In industrial design, DASA (Daimler-Benz Aerospace Airbus) replaced internal mainframes 
and external supercomputers with a distributed environment of workstations and servers.  
Platform LSF software was used to manage the computing load by transparently 
distributing batch jobs across the network to the most suitable computer. This grid 
environment is used in product design for structural analysis and Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) across multiple geographically dispersed locations. 

Professional Services 

Platform’s consulting services organization provides grid design and deployment services 
― as expected.  But Clabby Analytics was surprised to find that the company also focuses 
on business process flow analysis and the integration of process flow, SOA architecture, 
and grids.   
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Business Process Analysis 

Before any prospective customer installs distributed and grid computing software 
solutions, Platform’s Consulting Services organization helps IS buyers determine how grid 
computing will impact their business, and to identify the best departments and applications 
to start with.  Platform does this by creating a proof of concept that demonstrates both 
technical and financial feasibility. 

Optional service components: 
• Grid workshop to create an enterprise grid vision and roadmap for your organization 
• Set-up a test grid infrastructure and technical validation of Platform’s workload, 

analytics, or license optimization solutions 
• Creation of ROI models and business cases 
• Detailed analysis and planning for implementation of your grid initiatives 
 

Platform begins by suggesting that organizations learn more about their business processes — 
and how they affect resource sharing and usage patterns — to identify whom is using compute 
resources and to what extent.  Again, this is another key theme in this report ― Platform is the 
only grid ISV that we interviewed that focuses on the relationship between business process 
flow and SOA/grid infrastructure. 

A Federal Division 

It is also important to note that Platform has organized a dedicated Federal division that 
allows the company to target specific opportunities with specialized resources who 
understand government computing requirements.  By creating a distinct entity, Platform 
can pursue government HPC opportunities while, at the same time, continue marketing 
workload and resource management to commercial enterprise customers in specific 
verticals. 
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United Devices 

Market Positioning 

United Devices (UD) focuses on aggregating general purpose computing power across an 
organization in order to help enterprises harvest unused computing cycles within their 
organizations.  This places UD into a category of grid computing that we call a “compute 
grid”.   

The company seeks compute-intensive projects in the areas of life sciences, financial services, 
geosciences, chemical and material sciences, government, educational research institutions, 
industrial manufacturing, electronic design automation, and entertainment and media ― with a 
goal to help its customers derive more power from available computing resources. 

United Devices also fits into the category that we call a “utility grid provisioning” because 
the company provides “outsourced processing via an on-demand solution, for pay-as-you-
use supercomputing with no investment in hardware”. 

United Devices' enterprise software and service-based grid solutions are powered by its 
Grid MP platform — a grid infrastructure platform that includes a robust application 
framework, unlimited scalability, and world-class security.  The company strongly 
emphasizes this security element ― Grid MP’s architectural design professes to offer “the 
most comprehensive security implementation for grid solutions on the market today”.  

UD claims that its Grid MP platform “ensures that all critical applications and data are secure, 
authenticated and verified across every aspect of the grid. United Devices understands the 
critical nature of your data and has delivered industry leading security mechanisms across 
server, network and end-node facilities”. 

It is also important to note that UD is also a major sponsor of the Global Grid Forum and 
actively participates in the definition and development of emerging grid standards such as 
the Open Grid Services Architecture (see Chapter 3 for a discussion of the role of the 
GGF and the relevance of OGSA).  Especially noteworthy is that UD has also 
incorporated Web services standards into the Grid MP platform (read Part II of this report 
in order to gain an understanding as to the importance of Web services for building a SOA 
grid). 

Products 

United Devices flagship grid architecture is called Grid MP.   Figure 15 (next page) 
illustrates how Grid MP works. 
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Figure 15 ― How Grid MP Works 

Source: United Devices ― April, 2004 

As Figure 15 illustrates, users submit jobs to Grid
dispatched, monitored (and rescheduled if need be) ― and when jobs are completed, Grid 

lf is available to support four usage models: 

erprise-wide grid created by 
deploying the Grid MP platform on clusters, desktops, servers, notebooks, and 

l and wide area Windows-based 
grids 

b. P Cluster – Provides scheduling and grid ready capabilities to 
Linux clusters.  Dedicated clusters can now expand securely to include 

 

 MP which are then authenticated, 

MP collects the job results.  Notice that Grid MP can assign various jobs to systems best 
suited to process those jobs (for instance: large data parallel jobs can be assigned to 
multiple PCs or workstations; large sequential jobs can be assigned to servers; and low 
latency parallel jobs can be assigned to clusters.  Grid MP Agents run on workstations, 
desktops, servers, and clusters running Windows, Linux, AIX or Solaris― these agents 
coordinate processing with the Grid MP server as well as ensure the security of data being 
processed. 

Grid MP itse

1. Grid MP Enterprise — A flexible, on-site, ent

workstations across an organization's network.  Grid MP Enterprise comprises 
the capabilities of each of the solutions below. 

a. Grid MP Workstation – Enables loca

Grid M

non-dedicated resources such as workstations, clusters, and data 
centers.  The architecture is dynamically optimized for applications 
requiring either tightly-coupled or loosely-coupled environments. 
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c. 
mputing 

assets within a data center environment 

2. MP Insig
grid, cap  management. 

esses who want 
access to teraflops of power on a project-by-project basis — without the heavy 

4. 
erform massive scale, unprecedented 

research and analysis projects. To date, more than 2 million PCs have 

5. 
pute 

resources into a new profit center. 

Partnerships 

When we wrote our first critique of United Devices two years ago we observed that the 
pany had few OEM or application-level partnerships ― and we noted that for UD to 

succeed in the long run it would need to beef-up its business partner relationships. 

cals industries and United Devices is Accelrys' 
strategic life sciences partner. The partnership demonstrates the tremendous 

• 

• Optive Research ― Optive Research develops, markets, and supports scientific 
esearch 

bring beneficial chemical compounds to market faster, while reducing overall cost. 

Grid MP Data Center – Accelerates server consolidation plans by 
maximizing the utilization of Windows, Linux, AIX, and Solaris co

ht – A data warehouse and business intelligence tool for managing the 
acity planning and application license fee

3. Grid MP On Demand — A secure, hosted, pay-per-use high performance 
compute service for large enterprises or smaller, growing busin

investment in on-site computing hardware. 

Grid MP Global — A massive, Internet-based grid managed by United Devices 
for large institutions requiring the power to p

participated in providing qualified projects with enormous processing power. 

Grid MP Alliance — An end-to-end technology and business solution for key 
alliance partners who want to transform their existing underutilized com

com

In this review we note that UD has done exactly that ― the company now has key 
application and OEM relationships with: 

• Accelrys ― Accelrys is the leading computational science company, supporting 
the pharmaceutical and chemi

opportunity Grid computing holds for speeding the research efforts of 
pharmaceutical organizations, and provides a tangible means for utilizing existing 
IT infrastructure for in silico research. The United Devices Grid MP™ platform 
turbo charges Accelrys' sequence analysis and target validation applications used 
by biotech and pharmaceutical companies. Applications include: LigandFit, 
CHARMm, and a pipeline of others. 

Tripos – Another leading application provider in computational science.   

software solutions that help companies engaged in molecular discovery r

Optive's novel software is designed to be used by both computational chemists 
and experimental, "wet-lab" scientists, enabling them to reduce discovery cycle 
times and synthesize higher quality lead compounds, thereby achieving more 
predictable discovery processes. Software developed by Optive Research is 
currently in use at every major pharmaceutical company and at hundreds of other 
research sites worldwide.  
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• 
oil and gas industry, provides software solutions that 

span exploration, production, drilling, business decision analysis and data 

• 
 

communication tools, applications, training and service ― all offered with a 

• 
artner Programs and is an important IBM Alliance 

Partner, sponsored by both the Grid and Life Science business units within IBM.    

• 

grid and cluster capabilities and is planning to resell Grid MP Cluster and other 

• 
frastructure software, and related 

professional services. 

• 
tors. As a subsidiary of Japan's top-tier integrated trading 

company, Sumitomo Corporation, SSE has been at the forefront of Japan's high-

• 
computer and Internet revolution, including chips, boards, systems, 

software, networking and communications equipment, and more. Now Intel is 

• 
utions on the Internet 

(including grid-based solutions). 

• 
e NFCR's program of basic science cancer 

research conducted at both the cellular and molecular levels is leading to better 

Landmark Graphics ― Landmark Graphics, the leading supplier of software and 
services for the upstream 

management. The company also offers a broad range of consulting services that 
enables customers to optimize their technical, business and decision processes.  

Gateway ― Gateway, Inc., a personal technology company that focuses on 
improving people's lives through a combination of the latest hardware,

custom financing package.  

IBM ― United Devices participates in the IBM Software Business Partner and the 
IBM Developer Business P

Hewlett Packard – United Devices is an HP grid and high performance computing 
partner.  Hewlett Packard has been extremely vocal in support for United Devices 

United Devices core products and services.  

Sun Microsystems ― Sun is a leading OEM provider of hardware, as well as a 
provider of operating environment and in

Sumisho ― Sumisho Electronics Company, LTD, (SSE) is one of Japan's 
premier system integra

technology wave since its inception in 1975. SSE, headquartered in Tokyo has 
five regional offices, extending the reach of its sales and support organizations 
throughout the entire country of Japan. Focusing on the key areas of Engineering 
Solutions; Business Solutions and Networking Solutions, SSE provides superior 
domestic and internationally procured products and services to Japan's most 
demanding customers. With nearly 700 employees, about half of whom are 
engineers, SSE offers the Japanese market best-of-breed technology and 
technical know-how necessary to be recognized as Japan's leading IT solution 
provider.  

Intel ― Intel Corporation has developed and supplied the world with technology 
enabling the 

turning its eyes toward the next revolution — P2P applications and the 
decentralization of computing. By sponsoring this project, Intel continues to 
advance the pioneering edge of the computing revolution. 

Microsoft ― Microsoft is the world’s largest software company ― and has strong 
interest in building the next generation of distributed sol

NFCR ― The NFCR was founded in 1973 to support basic science cancer 
research in the laboratory. Th

prevention, earlier diagnostic techniques, new treatments, and eventually a cure 
for cancer. By supporting the best ideas of the best minds, and by facilitating 
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collaboration among scientists, advances in one field contribute to discoveries in 
another.  

nces Customer Refere

UD’s list of customer references includes: 

• Novartis Pharmaceutical 

• Sanofi~Synthélabo 

• GlaxoSmithKline 

• Another Top 5 Pharma 

• A Top 5 Global Automobile Manufacturer 

• A Top 5 Global Packaged Goods Company 

• Purdue University 

• Texas A&M University 

• University of Texas at Austin 

• University of Florida 

• US Department of Defense  

• National Physics Lab (UK) 

• American Diabetes Association 

• NTT Data Corporation 

• National Foundation for Cancer Research 

A sample of the grid environments deployed by these customers are described below: 

American Diabetes Association – On Demand Service 

The American Diabetes Association (ADA) is the nation's leading voluntary health 
cacy. The ADA’s mission 

is to predict the success of various treatments, while at the same time assessing the 
organization supporting diabetes research, information and advo

impact a particular treatment will have on the patient’s lifestyle. Using Archimedes 
software, a predictive program designed to analyze treatment options, and the Grid MP 
platform, the ADA can accelerate the time (from 24 to 48 hours to minutes) in which it 
takes to run the complex analytical computations. Not only that, the Grid MP software runs 
on Gateway Computer’s national grid on-demand network.  . 
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Novartis Pharmaceuticals – Enterprise Software 

Novartis Pharmaceuticals is another Life Sciences company that employs the Grid MP 
Platform to speed in-silico research projects to discover new prescription drugs, 
accelerates clinical development modeling and even sales and marketing data warehouse 
and business intelligence systems. Grid MP will be used to accelerate lead identification 
and profiling to increase disease relevant targets by 10 times this year, while at the same 
time minimizing technology costs. They chose United Devices because of its ease of 
installation and deployment, leading security, web interface, management and application 
integration capabilities. Today the grid is measured in the thousands of nodes and it is a 
standard production IT service.  The company has publicly stated a goal to connect 
between 50,000 and 70,000 systems to the grid by year’s end. 

As a result of this research partnership, and the success of the pilot efforts, Novartis has 
adopted the Grid MP platform into its Research Information Management organization and 
Is expanding rapidly into clinical modeling and sales and marketing reporting.  United 
Devices will play a key role in a 5-year technology plan designed to achieve Novartis' 
aggressive drug development goals. 

Intel – United Devices Cancer Research Project – Global Grid 

Another example is the Intel-United Devices Cancer Research Project, a grid-based 
research project designed to uncover new cancer drugs through the use of organizations 
and individuals willing to donate excess PC processing power. This excess power is 
applied to the grid infrastructure and used to operate specialized software.  The research 
focuses on proteins that have been determined to be a possible target for cancer therapy. 
Through a process called "virtual screening", special analysis software will identify 
molecules that interact with these proteins, and will determine which of these molecules is 
a good candidate for developing a new drug. This process requires millions and millions of 
modeling computations to determine the right molecular structure.  The global grid, found 
at www.grid.org, currently has 2.5 million devices connected to it and is the world’s largest 
general purpose computational resource.  Its peak theoretical power has been estimated 
to be close to 3 petaFlops or 20x the worlds top ten supercomputers combined.  

With such power it has proved possible to screen three and a half billion molecules 
against a range of cancer targets and, in a three week burst, against the anthrax toxin. 

Professional Services 

Since our last report United Devices also greatly expanded its professional services 
offerings to include: 

• Customer Support — A series of customizable support packages to address the 
varying needs of customers.  

• Consulting Services — A variety of development and consulting services ― 
including an impact assessment of how the Grid MP platform may address a 
given business problem.  Consulting services also include custom technical 
services and other consulting for other business solutions.  

• Piloting and Testing — United Devices offers several options that allow an 
enterprise to evaluate/test UD’s Grid MP. 
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• Professional Training — The company provides a combination of in-depth 
information and hands-on instruction.  This service can be customized to address 
particular customer requirements. 

Additionally, United Devices added two new services partnerships: 

• Satyam - Satyam Computer Services Ltd. (NYSE: "SAY"), is a leading global 
consulting and IT services company that offers a wide array of solutions for a 
range of key verticals and horizontals. Starting from the strategy consulting right 
through to implementing IT solutions for clients, Satyam straddles this entire 
space. It has excellent domain competencies in verticals such as Automotive, 
Banking & Financial Service, Insurance & Healthcare, Manufacturing, Telecom, 
Media, Entertainment, Semiconductors.  As a diverse end-to-end IT solutions 
provider, offers a range of expertise aimed at helping customers re-engineer and 
re-invent their businesses to compete successfully in an ever-changing 
marketplace, with the final objective of giving clients the competitive edge in the 
marketplace.  

• NTT DATA ― NTT DATA is Japan's top systems-integrator and, as such, has 
engineered much of Japan's public IT infrastructure through a series of large 
projects for both the public and private sector. After a successful collaboration 
with United Devices on a large-scale public Cell Computing™ project performing 
approximately 611 years worth of computation in just four months, NTT Data 
Corporation has entered a distribution partnership with United Devices to sell and 
provide professional service support for United Devices’ Grid MP Enterprise 
software platform. 
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  Chapter 
9  

Summary Observations 
This report has been designed to provide a grid primer to familiarize readers with grid 
terminology and grid standards; a SOA/grid architectural description; and vendor 
comparisons.   

A Review of the Primer Section 

There are literally dozens of definitions for “grid computing architecture”.  Some definitions 
are very broad and consider clustered servers that share a common data pool as grids.  
Other definitions describe massive distributed networked environments that make use of 
thousands of information systems and diverse storage subsystems as grids.  Still other 
definitions fall somewhere between these two. 

From Clabby Analytics’ perspective, a grid is a standards-based application/resource sharing 
architecture that makes it possible for heterogeneous systems and applications to share 
compute and storage resources transparently.   

The Two Most Important Concepts 

In the primer section, the most important concepts to understand are those of provisioning 
and orchestration: 

• Grids are used to “provision” virtual resources to requesting users or applications.  
By so doing, enterprises can exploit unused computing power and use that power 
for compute-oriented, data-intensive, and/or collaborative purposes; and, 

• “Orchestration” refers to the linkage of workflow elements in order to create high-
level business process flow.  (Orchestration is about automating work flow such 
that it can be executed by underlying information systems in a fluid and dynamic 
fashion). 

Types of Grids 

Presently, there are dozens of different types of grids (many of these grids are described 
in Chapter 2).  Today, most grid vendors provide compute, data, and/or collaborative grids 
― although there have been a few examples of utility grids making an appearance in the 
IT marketplace (such as those offered by Akamai and United Devices). 

Standards 

The Global Grid Forum is the primary grid standards setting body.  But in late 2001 the 
GGF decided that grid architecture should consist of more than just standards for grid 
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distributed resource management.  It should, instead, also include recommendations for 
an infrastructure that can be used to drive applications over a grid (these standards are 
manifest in the GGF’s Open Grid Services Architecture recommendations).  To create 
OGSA, the GGF has worked (and continues to work) with Web services standards 
organizations and continues to refine specifications that enable a service-oriented 
architecture to use an underlying grid for provisioning. 

Grids of the future will act as a virtualized provisioning layer for Web services-based service-
oriented architecture.  Service-oriented architectures will allow for business processes to be 
orchestrated across networks of oft-times disparate computer systems. 

A Review of the SOA/Grid Section 

The most important concept to understand in Part II (Building a SOA/Grid) is the 
importance of orchestrating business process flow.   

For over forty years enterprises have known that great efficiencies can be realized by 
streamlining business process flow.  Studies by J. Edwards Demmings in the 1940s 
actually observed that variations cause breakdowns in manufacturing efficiency.  His 
observation was later applied to business ― variations in business process flow lead to 
inefficiency.    

But know what the problem is ― and being able to fix that problem ― are two different 
things.  To get into a position where an enterprise can track process flow behavior and 
take automatic corrective action enterprises have had to: 

1. Automate tasks ― such as accounting functions, manufacturing and distribution 
systems, sales, etc.; 

2. Standardize computer systems and networks ― in order to communicate 
between automated systems; 

3. Integrate disparate applications and databases; and, 

4. Overlay business process management and business activity management 
software over information systems in order to monitor and manage business 
process flow. 

It has only been recently ― with the availability of new standards such as Web services, 
XML, and BPEL4WS (elements that make up a SOA architecture) ― that businesses 
have been in a position to build information systems capable of automatically flowing 
business process.  Grids help provision this architecture. 

Building a SOA/Grid 

If the goal is to build a SOA/grid architecture to support business process flow ― how can 
an enterprise go about accomplishing that goal.  There are three approaches that an 
enterprise can take: 

1. Assemble and integrate various SOA components on an ala carte basis.  The 
software components needed to build-you-own SOA are available in open source 
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form on the Internet ― or as free developer downloads from various vendors 
(several products and software sources that can be used to take this approach 
are discussed in Chapter 6). 

2. Purchase integrated grid/Web services products from grid ISVs such as AVAKI, 
DataSynapse, Platform, United Devices, and the like.  (Note: IS buyers may have 
to “gridize” applications to run on the SOA if their application supplier has not yet 
Web services/grid enabled the desired application); or, 

3. Purchase complete turnkey solutions that include Web services, grid middleware, 
application solutions, and business process management software ― as well as 
professional design, deployment, and management services. 

Part III examines the grid ISV products and OEM products available from several vendors. 

A Review of the Vendor Comparison Section 

Parts I defined and described grid architecture and its role in an enterprise.  Part II 
described how enterprises will use grids in the future to support service-oriented 
architectures over which business processes will flow.  And both of these sections laid the 
groundwork for helping establish evaluation criteria for choosing grid vendors. 

In short, here are Clabby Analytics recommendations for choosing between grid vendors; 

If the enterprise is looking to solve a point problem for a given department, then almost any grid 
vendor can solve that problem.  If the enterprise is looking to build an information systems 
infrastructure that enables that enterprise to streamline business process flow, then only a few 
grid vendors can provide the support needed to architect such a solution. 

If an enterprise wishes to take the SOA/grid route, grid vendors can be easily differentiated 
by: 

• Commitment to Standards ― At a minimum the vendor being evaluated must 
include a development toolkit that enables IS buyers to build business process 
flow applications on a Web services-based SOA.  Further, to build the 
provisioning layer, the vendor being evaluated should be measured on 
commitment to, and implementation of GGF standards. 

• Industry Specialty ― The industry focus of the grid vendor (some vendors have 
generalized offerings; others focus on certain types of grids for specific vertical 
industries); 

• Partnerships ― The partnerships the grid vendor has established (some grid 
vendors have only a few application and/or service partners, while others have 
qualified applications and services available to serve multiple industries); 

• Revenue Model ― The breadth of service offerings (some grid vendors focus on 
professional design, deployment, and management services as a main source of 
revenue; others “farm-out” services and focus specifically on building grid 
software and solutions);  
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• Maturity of Web Services, XML, and Grid Standards Implementations ― most 
grid vendors are committed to OGSA standards, but only a few have solid 
implementations of Web services and XML components; 

• Reporting Capabilities ― With respect to data grids, the reporting capabilities 
contained in respective grid product lines are an important consideration (some 
grid vendors offer little in the way of analysis tools ― others provide a rich suite of 
decision support tools as an integral part of their product offering); and, 

• Readiness to Support Business Process Integration and Management ― The 
level of commitment to attacking business process integration and management 
issues (some grid vendors are not focused on serving business process flow, 
while others provide hardware, software, and services offerings designed 
specifically to attack business process flow problems. 

Vendor Comparisons 

Most grid ISVs are progressing toward the SOA/grid model.  From Clabby Analytics’ 
perspective: 

• IBM is the only vendor that we interview that provides a complete “turnkey” 
environment that consists of hardware, operating environments, SOA 
infrastructure, grid provisioning architecture, business process and business 
activity management, and professional services needed to tie it all together.  IBM 
actually sells turnkey business process solutions to nine target industries; 

• Dell is more heavily involved in the creation of high-performance computing 
clusters (a form of grid) ― but not heavily involved in building SOA/grids to 
support business process flow; 

• Avaki focuses strongly on providing enterprise information integration over data 
grids; 

• DataSynapse builds compute and data grids for five target markets; 

• Platform Computing provides multiple types of grids, has a large installed base ― 
and has greatly strengthened its professional services organization.  Further, 
Platform also focuses its discussions around business process flow over 
SOA/grid architecture (indicating that Platform understands the future role of grid 
technology and is prepared to support that role); and,  

• United Devices surprised us ― the company has traditionally focused on 
providing compute grids but now also focuses on providing utility grid services. 

Parting Comments 

There are hundreds of providers of business process management and business activity 
management software and services (though it should be noted that not all BPM products 
operate over a service-oriented architecture).  In general, these BPM/BAM products help 
an enterprise:  

1. Determine current process flow (using a methodology to conduct this analysis); 
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2. Design/redesign/model new process flow (modeling); 

3. Integrate various applications and databases with business process flow 
(integration); 

4. Connect business systems between an enterprise and its partners (connect); 

5. Monitor the ongoing health of redesigned processes (monitoring); and, 

6. Manage underlying systems such that processes are ensured the computing 
resources needed to operate efficiently (management).  

Enterprises IS executives need to understand how to build standards-based information 
systems that serve business process flow.  If they succeed in building a service-oriented 
infrastructure, they will be able to create operating efficiencies, to open new revenue 
opportunities, to exploit existing assets more efficiently, and to reduce risk ― and their 
enterprises will be the big winners in the future.  Those that fail to recognize that business 
process flow is the end ― and that IT is just a means to that end ― run the risk of being 
surpassed by competitors that are able to develop efficient and cost effective organizations and 
business models. 
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